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Accurate estimates for the molecular transport coefficients are critical to 

predicting the movement of gases in geological media.  Here I present a novel 

methodology for using prompt gamma activation analysis to measure the effective 

diffusivity of noble gases in a porous medium.  I also present a model to estimate the 

connectivity parameter of a soil from measurements of its saturated conductivity, macro 

porosity, and pore volume and pore surface fractal dimensions.  Experiments with argon 

or xenon diffusing through a nitrogen saturated geological media were conducted.  The 

noble gas concentration variations at its source were measured using prompt gamma 

activation analysis and later compared to a numerical diffusion model to estimate the 

effective diffusion coefficient.  Numerical simulations using the estimated diffusivity and 

the experimental argon data produced results with a correlation parameter R2 = 0.98.  

However, neglecting transport mechanisms other than diffusion largely under-predicted 

the xenon depletion rates observed during the first hours of experiment.  To explain these 

results, a second model was developed which included the effect of pressure gradients 

and bulk convection that might arise from the faster molecular migration of the light 

species in a non-equimolar system and gravitational currents.  Finally, the fractal model 
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developed for this dissertation was used to estimate the connectivity parameters and 

walking fractal dimension of a group of geological samples that were previously 

characterized.  This model successfully predicted positive connectivity factors and 

walking fractal dimensions between two and three for every sample analyzed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

MOTIVATION 

 

The movement of subsurface gases affects the aeration of soils, transport of 

volatile pollutants and radon [1, 2].  The ratios of noble gas isotopes are used to screen 

for underground nuclear tests and the subsurface movement of these anthropogenic 

radionuclides is important for the detection of belowground nuclear tests [3-8].  The 

detection of anthropogenic noble gas isotopes at ground surface can also be used as an 

indicator of contamination from buried radioactive materials [9].  Modeling the 

movement of gases in the subsurface requires information on the gas diffusion 

coefficients for the system and these must typically be determined experimentally. 

The International Monitoring System of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban 

Treaty is charged with determining whether or not clandestine nuclear tests have taken 

place [8].  This monitoring network combines four different technologies: infrasound (60 

stations total), seismic (170 stations total), hydro acoustic (11 stations total), and 

radionuclide (80 stations total) facilities [7, 8, 10].  Among these four technologies, 

detection of anthropogenic radionuclides provides the only definite method to screen the 

nuclear nature of a surface or underground weapon test [3, 4, 8]. Figure 1 shows the 

location of radionuclide stations (radionuclide particle and noble gas).   
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Figure 1  Location of CTBT International Monitoring System’s radionuclide facilities.  
Position of the radionuclide particle (purple) and particle and noble gas (red) 
monitoring stations [10]. 

Detection of noble gas radioisotopes from air sampling, or during on-site 

inspection, is essential for uncovering of an anthropogenic radionuclide source [11, 12].  

Isotopes of radioxenon and radioargon are most commonly used to help establish whether 

or not a nuclear test has taken place, and monitoring stations that can analyze for these 

gases are crucial.  Unfortunately, the mere detection of radioactive isotopes is not 

sufficient for the monitoring of a nuclear detonation.  Nuclear power plants and medical 

facilities also produce radioactive noble gas isotopes [5, 6, 13, 14].  Recent research on 

characterization of 37Ar sources [14-16] and detection systems of this radionuclide [17], 

aim to use radioactive argon for on site inspections within a CTBT frame.  However, 

currently ratios 135Xe/133Xe and 133mXe/131mXe are used to screen for nuclear weapons tests 

[5, 18].   
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In the event of a suspected nuclear weapon test, the International Monitoring 

System will assay for radioxenon and use the 135Xe/133Xe and 133mXe/131mXe ratios to help 

determine whether or not it came from a nuclear detonation.  On a Multi-Isotope Ratio 

Concentration (MIRC) plot, the evolution 135Xe/133Xe and 133mXe/131mXe ratios can be used 

to determine whether or not the xenon signal sits in the region that is commonly assumed 

to correspond to that of a nuclear weapon (between the fully fractionated and non-

fractionated curves), Figure 2.  Construction of these bounding curves comes from the 

assumption that radioxenon isotopic ratios are affected only by their direct fission yield 

and their production by the decay of radioxenon precursors.  This assumption ignores the 

potential isotopic fractionation of the xenon gas during its migration to the surface after 

an underground explosion.  

 

 

Figure 2   Multiple Isotope Ratio Concentration (MIRC) plot for a 235U weapon.  
Evolution of radioxenon isotope signals from fully-fractionated, non-
fractionated and radioiodine sources [19].  The signal of a weapon is 
assumed to sit between the fully and non-fractionated lines. 
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Recent numerical studies of radio xenon diffusion within a geological medium, 

combined with barometric pumping advection through underground fractures, has shown 

that isotopic fractionation can lead to variations in the expected radioisotope ratios after a 

nuclear weapon explosion [19, 20].  In fact, the work of Lowrey et al. has shown that the 

xenon signal of a nuclear test is better bounded by the region between the radioiodine and 

fully fractionated curves (Figure 2) [19].  This work showed that diffusion coefficients 

are essential to modeling the expected signal.  As a result, more accurate estimation of 

the radionuclide transport coefficients within porous media, and better understanding on 

the effect of the porous media structure, could narrow the discrimination region in a 

MIRC plot. 

 

TRANSPORT OF GASES THROUGH A GEOLOGICAL POROUS MEDIA 

 

In general, the time rate change in concentration of an isotope within any control 

volume is a function of its molecular diffusion, bulk advection of this species crossing the 

control volume boundaries, and its net rate of production [21, 22].  Frequently, when the 

migration of species takes place within a geological media, molecular diffusion 

dominates bulk advection [22-24].  Consequently, an adequate model for mass transport 

through a porous media must rely on a strong understanding of the molecular migration 

mechanism and how it is affected by variations in pressure, temperature, media structure, 

gas composition, and external (or body) forces.  The two most popular models employed 

by geological and environmental researchers are the Dusty Gas Model and the classical 

Advection Diffusion Model [25, 26].   
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It is commonly assumed that the bulk transport of a species and its migration by 

molecular diffusion can be linearly superimposed.  In general, the molecular migration of 

inert gases within a porous media is affected by the interaction of gas molecules with 

each other, and with the matrix surfaces.  In both cases (molecule-molecule and 

molecule-wall interactions), the transport rate is inversely proportional to the square root 

of the mass of the molecules migrating as shown by the Chapman-Enskog Kinetic gas 

theory and various empirical correlations [21, 22, 27].  Consequently, isotopes of the 

same chemical element could transport at dissimilar rates due to their different molecular 

weights.  Indeed, it is well established that isotopic fractionation occurs during diffusion 

of relatively light elements such as helium, oxygen, lithium, carbon, and this is due to 

differences in their molecular mass [28-32].  However, the effects of mass dependent 

diffusion have never been investigated for heavier isotopes, e.g. xenon, moving through a 

geological structure. 

 

Another parameter that strongly influences the rate at which a gas migrates 

through a porous medium is the structure of the pore space [21, 33, 34].  Because of the 

complexity and large variability of the media’s topology, diffusion coefficients are 

usually estimated using empirical correlations to experimental observations often with 

little or no physical insight [35], or using powerful computational approaches such as 

Monte Carlo simulations or Lattice Boltzmann techniques [36-38].  However, work over 

the past two decades have shown fractal characteristics in many porous media, and have 

exploited this mathematical concept to model the transport coefficients for fluids and 

gasses in porous systems [39-41].  In this regard, most of the work published in the 

literature has been aimed to study the soil water retention [42, 43], permeability [44, 45], 

and capillary condensation [46].  Less attention has been driven towards the fractal 
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analysis of the medium tortuosity, which is a key factor in determining diffusion 

coefficients for gases in porous systems [21, 22, 47].  However, work to date has 

correlated the tortuosity of a medium to the ‘tortuous fractal dimension’ (which is hard to 

measure and poorly understood for natural porous media) and not to the pore space, or 

mass fractal, dimensions (which are relatively easy to measure and well parameterized 

for natural media) [48, 49].  

 

MEASUREMENT OF TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS 

 

Measurement of the diffusion coefficient of a gas through a porous media requires 

the ability to determine the time dependent concentration of the species of interest [50-

56].  To evaluate the separation of isotopes caused by differential diffusion, the analytical 

technique must be able to differentiate one isotope from another.  To do so, the proposed 

method should aim at measuring nuclear and not chemical properties.  The most common 

techniques for doing this are mass spectrometry (sometimes combined with gas 

chromatography analysis) [57-59], and nuclear magnetic resonance [60, 61]. The 

selection of one or another method is mostly based on its availability, precision, type of 

gas under study and other aspects such as the invasiveness of the proposed technique 

[62]. Of the above list, mass spectrometry is probably the best-known technique used 

with noble gases. The principal advantages of this technique (in an inductively coupled 

plasma mass spectrometer) are the small detection limits (parts per trillion), and high 

sensitivity [57-59]. However, this technique is not only time consuming in its sample 

preparation, but it is also considered invasive and destructive as a sample needs to be 

extracted from the system and then destroyed during its analysis [57, 58]. 
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Two nuclear analytical techniques commonly used in the examination of 

geological samples are neutron activation analysis and prompt gamma activation 

analysis.  Unlike neutron activation analysis, prompt gammas can be used to analyze non-

radioactive isotopes of the same chemical species [63, 64].  This method is based on the 

detection of the prompt gamma photons emitted by the sample nuclides after their 

interaction with an incident neutron beam.  These gamma particles are registered by a 

gamma radiation detector combined with a signal amplifier and a multichannel analyzer 

[65]. The detection system registers the energy and intensity of the emitted prompt 

photons.  The energy spectrum of the prompt gamma rays emitted by every non-

radioactive isotope is unique and can be used to differentiate between them [66].  The 

intensities (or number of photons detected) at specific energies are proportional to the 

concentration of a detected isotope in the sample [67].  

 

AIMS OF THIS DISSERTATION 

 

Currently, the use of radio xenon signatures as a means to determine whether or 

not a clandestine nuclear test has taken place fails in considering how isotopic mass 

affects gas transport in the subsurface.  Relationships that are used to model gas diffusion 

coefficients in geological systems themselves are often based on semi-empirical 

relationships that would be difficult to apply to natural systems that have not been 

directly characterized (such as the locations of suspect nuclear weapons tests in foreign 

countries).  The main objective of the proposed work is to develop a non-invasive method 

for measuring gas diffusion coefficients for a porous medium.  The second objective is to 

present a relationship for the mass dependent binary diffusion coefficient, based on a 
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fractal description of pore topology.  In this context this dissertation looks at the 

following specific aims: 
 

Aim 1.  Development of an experimental technique for using prompt gamma 

activation analysis to measure the variation of xenon isotope concentration caused by the 

diffusion of this noble gas within a porous media. The variation of a noble gas 

concentration after diffusing through a porous media will be quantified using prompt 

gamma activation analysis and compared to numerical models to obtain the transport 

parameters of the system designed. 
 

Aim 2.  Use prompt gamma activation analysis to determine the mass dependent 

diffusion coefficients for xenon isotopes in a porous medium.  Prompt gamma activation 

analysis will be used to detect variations in the isotopic composition of a natural xenon 

gas sample before and after it diffuses through nitrogen within a uniform porous media. 

 

Aim 3.  Use fractal geometry to model the correlation between transport 

parameters such as tortuosity of a porous media to the pore volume, and pore surface 

fractal dimensions of the system.  Methods established by Gimenez et. al. [68], and 

Coleman and Vassilicos [69] were followed to develop a model for the tortuosity of a 

porous medium that can be used to model diffusion through geological structures. 

 

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:  the next three main sections 

(one for every specific aim), will present the theory, methodology, results and discussion 

of each of the above aims as separate chapters.  Each chapter corresponds to work that 

has either been published or that is in preparation for submission.  The final chapter is a 
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discussion that summarizes the results and conclusions of each chapter under the main 

objective of this dissertation. 
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Chapter 1: Methodology to measure variations on noble gas 
concentrations using prompt gamma activation analysis to analyze 

noble gas diffusion through a porous media  

 

Experimental analysis of gas diffusion through porous media requires the use of 

methods capable of measuring the concentrations of the species involved with 

appropriate spatial and temporal resolutions.  Mass spectroscopy (complemented by gas 

chromatography sometimes) is the most popular technique used to measure the gas 

diffusivity of a system.  However, the invasive and destructive nature of this technique 

limits its spatial and temporal resolution, which affects its suitability for use with 

transient experiments.  Other popular methods for measuring gas concentrations are: gas 

chromatography, mass spectroscopy [51, 70, 71], photo-thermal deflection [72], and 

nuclear magnetic resonance [60, 61]. 

Nuclear analytical methods using neutron beams have proven to be an attractive 

option to study the transport of liquid fluids, charged particles, and specific nuclides 

within different type of systems noninvasively.  Neutron radiography, for example, has 

been used to determine the transport coefficients for fluids within porous media [73, 74] 

as well as ionic diffusion coefficients in solid state materials [75].  Likewise, petroleum 

contamination and moisture profiles in a geological medium have been described in situ 

using neutron backscatter [e.g. 76].  Another technique, neutron depth profiling, has been 

used to quantify the transport of specific nuclides into the near surface region of solids 

[77]. 
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This chapter presents a novel method developed to measure the variation in 

concentration of a noble gas caused by its diffusion within a geological medium using 

prompt gamma activation analysis. 
 

1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Prompt gamma activation analysis 

 

The selection of prompt gamma activation analysis (PGAA) over other nuclear 

techniques for this research project was based on its non-intrusive and non-destructive 

characteristics, as well as availability of facilities at the Nuclear Engineering Teaching 

Laboratory at The University of Texas at Austin [67], Figure 3.  The ability of this 

analytical technique to measure a wide energy range of decay photons from excited 

isotopes [78, 79] was also important for this project.  

Table 1 compares the advantages and disadvantages of measuring the isotopic 

composition of a gas sample by mass spectroscopy [57-59], neutron activation analysis, 

and prompt gamma activation analysis [67]. 
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Figure 3  Overview of the prompt gamma activation analysis facility at the Nuclear 
Engineering Teaching Lab.  Location of the High Purity Germanium 
detector, sample (sample cylinder), and neutron beam. 

 
Technique Pros Cons 

Prompt gamma 
activation analysis 

Non-invasive 
Can analyze stable isotopes 

Relatively large detection limits  

Neutron activation 
analysis 

Non-invasive Requires radioactive isotopes 

Mass spectrometry Small detection limits 
Can analyze stable isotopes 

Invasive 
Long time required for sample 
preparation (extraction, 
purification, separation) 
Destructive 

Table 1  Comparison of concentration measurement techniques. Advantages and 
disadvantages of alternative methods to estimate the isotopic composition of 
a noble gas. 
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Nuclear physics of the prompt gamma decay 

During the irradiation of a sample with a neutron beam, the probability of an 

incident neutron being absorbed or scattered (nuclear cross section) depends on the target 

nuclide, and the neutron’s energy [65, 80].  When a neutron is absorbed, a compound 

nucleus is formed that exists in an excited state [67].  From here, the excited nucleus 

often decays to a stable energy level by emitting gamma photons and/or other nuclear 

particles [66].  The photons emitted during the first 10-9 to 10-12 seconds after the neutron 

absorption are called prompt gamma rays [65, 67, 80] and are specific to every nuclide.  

For example, Figure 4 shows the energy of the prompt gamma photons emitted by 9Be 

and 131Xe, and the probability (or cross section) of these nuclides to emit each of these 

gamma rays after interacting with a neutron.  Since nucleus energy levels are discrete, so 

are the energies of the emitted photons. 

 

Prompt gamma energy spectrum 

Proper examination of a prompt gamma activation analysis requires 

understanding the interaction mechanisms of the emitted gamma photons with the 

detector and its surroundings.  The major interaction mechanisms of gamma rays with 

matter are: Photoelectric adsorption, Compton scattering, and pair production.  The 

probability of each of these interactions to take place varies with the energy of the 

incident gamma ray [65, 66]. 
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Figure 4  Energies of the prompt gamma rays emitted by 9Be and 131Xe (horizontal 
axis) and their respective neutron-gamma cross sections (vertical axis) [81]. 
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During photoelectric absorption, a detector atom absorbs the sample’s gamma 

photon and emits a photoelectron.  The energy of the emitted photoelectron is the 

difference between the incident photon energy (hv in Figure 5) and the binding energy of 

the electron.  After the emission of this photoelectron, electrons from the target atom (or 

from its immediate surroundings) are rearranged to fill the vacancy left.  In this process, 

characteristic X-rays or Auger electrons are emitted.  These X-rays might also interact 

with the detector through a photoelectric absorption.  When all the cascade of secondary 

X-rays (emitted almost-instantaneously after the interaction of the original photon) are re-

absorbed in the detector, a delta function would appear in the spectrum at the incident 

photon energy value.  This energy peak is called the photon full-energy peak. 

 

 

Figure 5  Schematic of a gamma spectrum of a mono-energetic photon showing the 
principal features of this type of analysis. 

When the striking gamma photon does not fully transfer all its energy to the 

detector, it could be recoiled and leave with a fraction of its original energy.  Since the 
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scattering angle can vary in all directions, the kinetic energy of the electron can also vary 

and this produces the ‘Compton continuum’ in the prompt gamma spectrum shown in 

Figure 5.  This continuum region lowers the accuracy of the detection of low energy 

photons and could eventually hide a full energy peak.  Various techniques have been 

developed to reduce the Compton continuum, such as coincidence and anticoincidence 

event analysis [65, 82-84].  Other methods to reduce the Compton are the sum-

coincidence mode, and the pair spectrometer [80].  Last, an energy gap between the 

photoelectric absorption peak and the Compton distribution appears because an 

elastically scattered photon cannot deposit more energy that in a 180˚ scatter event. 

In the third interaction mechanism, called pair production, the photon disappears 

in a region of large electric fields near the protons producing a positron-electron pair.  

This reaction can take place only if the energy of the incident photon is larger than 1.02 

MeV (large enough to create a positron-electron pair).  Any excess of energy in the 

photon above this value would be transformed into kinetic energy of the two new charged 

particles and lost in the near surroundings of the absorbing medium.  The signal of the 

two charged particles kinetic energies would appear in the spectrum as a peak with 

energy 1.02 MeV lower than the incident photon energy, Figure 5.  After the unstable 

positron loses its kinetic energy, it combines with an electron in the medium and 

disappears emitting two annihilation photons of 511 keV each.  These 511 keV photons 

give origin to the annihilation peak that shows up in every gamma spectrum, Figure 5. 

Another aspect that influences the prompt gamma energy spectrum is the type and 

geometry of the detector employed.  The two most common types are the inorganic 

scintillators such as the NaI(T1), and the solid state ionization detectors such as the high-

purity germanium detector.  The selection of one over the other would require a trade off 

between efficiency and energy resolution.  The superior energy resolution of the 
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germanium detector allows this instrument to differentiate between different photons with 

very similar energies.  On the other hand, the NaI(T1) detector presents a larger detection 

efficiency because of the large atomic number of iodine.  

The physical size of the detector utilized for gamma spectroscopy and its 

shielding, also influence the spectrum of the sample.  If the detector is small compared to 

the mean free path of the scattered gamma and annihilation photons, the probability of 

these two reactions decreases.  Since commercial detectors are relatively small, and 

usually do not enclose the sample, their surroundings will also affect the shape of the 

gamma energy spectrum.  The scattering of gamma rays and production of annihilation 

photons in the elements around the detector will make these materials act as sources of 

gamma radiation.  This secondary gamma radiation effect on the spectrum could for 

example produce an energy peak around 250 keV from backscattered photons, and 

increase the intensity of the 511 keV peak after the interaction of secondary annihilation 

photons with the detector by a photo-electron absorption process.  Appropriate shielding 

of the detector will reduce the influence of secondary radiation. 

 

Calibration and detection limits of the PGAA facility 

 

Before noble gas concentrations can be measured using a prompt gamma 

activation analysis facility, efficiency and energy calibrations must be performed and the 

detection limits for the gases of interest need to be established.  Both calibrations (the 

total counting efficiency and energy calibration) of the system located at the Nuclear 

Engineering Teaching Laboratory were performed using a 152Eu source from the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology.  Equation (1) relates the channel number, X, 
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where the signal from the detector is sorted, and the energy of the gamma photon sensed, 

E {keV}.  Equation (2) is the relationship between the counting efficiency, e, and the 

energy of the gamma rays, E {keV} [64]. 

 

E = 0.6813X +8.4788        (1),  

 

ln(e) = −0.0827ln(E)3 +1.5323ln(E)2 −9.6935ln(E)+14.565   (2). 

 

Both, Equation (1) and Equation (2), were obtained by fitting the counting 

efficiency measured for the photons emitted by the 152Eu source at different energies 

using an analog system.  This type of signal processing system was used for the analysis 

of argon diffusion.  An advance digital signal processing system (Lynx® from Canberra) 

was used during the analysis of xenon.  Equations (3, 4) show the energy and counting 

efficiency calibration of the digital processing system, respectively.  

 

E = 0.3098X +0.1185        (3), 

 

ln(e) = 0.0099ln(E)3 −0.327ln(E)2 + 2.384ln(E)−10.606    (4). 

 

The minimum number of counts required to detect a trace of a noble gas or 

counting detection limit, LD(counts), was determined at different energies from the 

critical limit, LC, following Currie’s statistical method [85-87] presented in Equations (5, 

6).  In both expressions, the minimum number of counts needed to discriminate a net 

signal from the Compton background (LC) is a function of the statistical variable k 

corresponding to a wanted error probability, and the number of background counts at the 
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channels where the peak of interest would be located, µC.  For a probability of 5% for a 

false positive/negative, k equals 1.624 assuming a normal distribution.  The number of 

counts in the background Compton are determined from a vacuumed sample cylinder 

with all the other test parameters (reactor power and counting time for example) equal to 

those that will be used for a sample analysis.  

 
LC = k 2µC          (5), 

 
LD(counts) = k

2 + 2LC         (6). 

 

Once the counting limits are estimated, the pressure and concentration detection 

limits (LD(pressure) {kPa} and LD(concentration) {moles⋅cm-3} respectively) can be approximated 

using Equations (7, 8) which assume that the sample behaves as an Ideal Gas.  In both 

equations R is the ideal gas constant (8.31446 J·mol-1·K-1), and netcountssample is the net 

area of a peak obtained during the analysis of a noble gas sample at pressure p {Pa} and 

temperature T {K}. 

 

LD( pressure) =
LC (counts) ⋅ p

1000 ⋅netcountssample
      (7), 

 

LD(concentration) =
LD( pressure) ⋅10

−9

R ⋅T
      (8). 
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Estimation of noble gas concentration’s variation using PGAA 

 

The concentration of a noble gas within a sample, C {moles⋅cm-3}, can be 

determined from the number of counts in a peak within a region of interest, the total 

energy efficiency, e, the incident thermal neutron flux, φ {cm-2s-1}, the neutron-gamma 

cross section, σγ {barns}, the analysis live-time, t {seconds}, and the effective sample 

volume, Veff {cm3} [88]: 

 

C = counts
0.6023⋅e ⋅φ ⋅σγ ⋅ t ⋅Veff

       (9). 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

 

Diffusion experiments were carried out using natural argon and xenon diffusing 

through a uniform porous medium.  The variations on noble gas concentrations were 

measured at the Beam Port 3 in the Nuclear Engineering Teaching Laboratory at The 

University of Texas at Austin.  Appendix A lists the steps followed in this procedure with 

more detail 

 

Experimental set-up  

 

The experimental set-up consists of a 10.3 cm diameter and 1 meter long steel 

pipe (4 in. diameter ANSI Schedule 40) packed with 20/30 sieve Ottawa sand.  One 10 

cm. long by 10 cm. inner diameter aluminum chamber was added on each end.  The 

purpose of these chambers is to allow for a uniform diffusion front during the 
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experiments and provide a location for its potential non-invasive analysis.  To guarantee a 

process dominated by diffusion, two differential pressure transducers (OMEGA PX653-

05D5V) were employed to: regulate the pressure within the system and the gas sample 

cylinder (source of the noble gas to diffuse), and measure pressure differentials between 

the two ends of the experimental set-up during the experiments.   A schematic of the 

experimental set-up is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6  Schematic of the diffusion experimental set-up at the Nuclear Engineering 
Teaching Lab [89]. 

 

The prompt gamma activation analysis facility at the Nuclear Engineering 

Teaching Laboratory uses a 1.1 MW TRIGA Mark II nuclear research reactor as a 

neutron source.  A parabolic focusing element located at the end of the neutron guide 

increases the equivalent thermal neutron flux at the sample location up to 5.3x106 cm-2s-1 

when the reactor operates at 950 kW [90, 91].  The photon detector used is a p-type 

ORTEC high purity germanium detector with a resolution of 1.95 keV at 1332 keV and a 

65% relative efficiency.  This semiconductor radiation detector is shielded with various 
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materials from lead bricks to a borated foam and cadmium sheets to reduce the signal 

from the background elements [91].  A Tennelec TC 702 amplifier and a 16k Canberra 

8713 analog to digital convertor with a Multiport II Canberra multichannel analyzer were 

first located in this facility and used on the argon transport experiments.  During the 

analysis of xenon migration, a digital signal processing system, Lynx® from Canberra 

was used. Genie 2000 software was used to analyze the energy spectrum obtained fro 

argon and xenon samples. 

 

Experimental procedure 
 

The background continuum to estimate the counting detection limit was obtained 

from a four hours live-time analysis of the aluminum sample cylinder vacuum up to 

0.667 kPa (abs) with the TRIGA Mark II reactor operating at 950 kW.  The noble gas 

samples used to estimate the pressure detection limits were obtained from the analysis of 

noble gas samples from PRAXAIR (99.9999% high purity argon and natural xenon 

research grade 6.0) at 106.92 kPa(abs) and 298 K.  Similar to the background analysis, 

these samples were irradiated during 4 hours live time with the reactor running at 950 

kW.  The spectra obtained for the argon and xenon samples (and shown in Figure 7) were 

evaluated using the 2nd Difference Peak Locator and the Peak Area Analysis tools from 

the Genie2000 software.  The estimated detection limits at different energies are 

tabulated in Table 2. 
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Figure 7 Argon and xenon prompt gamma energy spectra.  Top: PGAA spectrum and 
counts of the 1186.8(3) keV peak from a pure argon sample at 106.9 kPa 
(abs) and 298 K.  Bottom:  PGAA spectrum of a natural xenon sample at 
107.1 kPa (abs) and 296 K [67, 88]. 

The argon cross sections used for this analysis, and listed in Table 2, are lower 

than those available in the literature [67].  The listed cross sections were experimentally 

estimated from a prompt gamma analysis of a pure argon sample at a known pressure.  
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The published argon cross section had to be reduced by a factor of 0.417 to match the 

argon concentration, ρAr {g⋅cm-3}, estimated from the sample pressure and Equation (10) 

with the prompt gamma results and Equation (11) [88].   

 

ρAr =
p ⋅MAr ⋅10

−6

R ⋅T
        (10). 

 

ρAr =
netcountssample ⋅MAr

0.6023⋅e ⋅φ ⋅σγ ⋅Veff ⋅ t
       (11). 

 
Isotope Energy 

{keV} 
σϒ {b} Efficiency 

(4.02% error) 
Detection Limit 
x106 {mol·cm-3} 

Detection Limit 
{kPa} 

40Ar 166.3 0.22 0.002494 3.681±0.22 8.87±0.07 
 1185.8 0.14 0.001353 6.367±0.38 15.36±0.20 

129Xe 536.17 1.71 0.001724 0.436±0.03 1.05±0.01 
 586.17 0.48 0.001688 1.708±0.10 4.12±0.03 
 1482.06 0.112 0.001215 10.889±0.66 26.25±0.42 

131Xe 630.29 1.41 0.001658 0.607±0.04 1.45±0.01 
 667.79* 6.7 0.001635 0.113±0.01 0.28±0.01 
 772.72 1.78 0.001572 0.476±0.03 1.15±0.01 
 

Table 2  Prompt gamma detection limits Detection limits of 129Xe and 131Xe using the 
analog analysis system. (*131Xe and 129Xe also present peaks at 670.02 keV 
and 668.59 keV with neutron-gamma cross sections of 0.22 and 0.17 barn 
respectively) [67, 89]. 

The procedure followed during the noble gas diffusion experiments includes three 

major steps: venting of the porous column, preparation of the noble gas sample, and 

diffusion through the porous media.  The experimental set-up is vented by flowing a 
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minimum of 120 dm3 (liters), i.e. 12 times the empty set-up volume of nitrogen at two 

flow-rates 0.025 dm3·s-1 (1.5 liter·min-1) during 1 hour, and at 0.0883 dm3·s-1 (0.5 

liter·min-1) during at least another 60 minutes to remove any remnant of argon or xenon 

from previous diffusion experiments.  Then, the purge valve is closed and the 

experimental set-up pressure was raised to 1120±125 Pa (4.5±0.5 in H2O). 

Preparation of the noble gas sample consists of a series of vacuum and fill cycles 

for the aluminum gas sample cylinder.  Argon or natural xenon Research Grade 6.0 from 

PRAXAIR are used to safeguard that more than 99.95% of the gas molecules in the 

sample correspond to the noble gas of interest.  The aluminum cylinder is then 

pressurized up to 105 kPa (abs) in a different room than where the media column is 

located.  The gas sample cylinder is taken to the prompt gamma facility and its pressure 

is lowered to match the one of the experimental set-up with pressure surplus lower than 

70 Pa using a ¼ in SS Low-Flow Metering Valve from Swagelok®, and a PX653-05D5V 

differential pressure transducer from OMEGA®.  Then, the noble gas concentration 

within the cylinder is measured using prompt gamma activation analysis with the reactor 

operating at 950 kW.  

The sample cylinder is connected to the experimental set-up through a full-flow 

quick connector from Swagelok® and the argon is allow to diffuse within the porous 

media for a desired amount of time.  Finally, the noble gas concentration left within the 

sample cylinder is quantified using prompt gamma and a neutron flux of about 5.3x106 

cm-2s-1. 

The standard deviation in gas concentration was determined following Knoll [65]: 
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    (12),  

 

where Si is the standard deviation or error of every variable i that appears in Equation 

(12).  The standard deviation for the detection efficiency is estimated by a least-squares 

regression analysis [92] of the energy and efficiency calibration measurements.  The total 

efficiency error obtained was 4.02%.  The variance of the net number of counts was 

obtained from the Genie™ 2000 Peak Area Analysis tool after fitting a Gaussian 

distribution to the peak of interest in the gamma spectrum.  For the neutron-gamma cross 

sections, the relative standard deviations employed were equal to those reported by 

Molnar [67].  The variance for the neutron flux was assumed to be equal to its own value 

presuming a single measurement was conducted to determine this value.  The error for 

the effective sample volume was assumed to equal 5% (0.8 cm3).  The standard deviation 

of the analysis time was neglected as the computer internal clock was used to control this 

variable. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

For each of these experiments, the concentration of argon or xenon was measured 

using prompt gamma activation analysis at the sample cylinder before and after every 

diffusion test. The results are shown in Table 3, Table 4, Figure 8, and Figure 9.  The 

amount of noble gas remaining within the cylinder after each test is compared to the 

initial one to estimate the reduction of the initial concentration.  The amount of noble gas 

within the sample is proportional to the net peak areas in the gamma photon energy 

spectrum (at 1186.6 keV for argon, and 772.72 keV for xenon).  The decision to analyze 
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argon concentration at its second largest and not its largest neutron-gamma cross section 

(166.3 keV) was due to the smaller Compton continuum and smaller errors at 1186.6 

keV.  For xenon, the analysis was conducted also at the energy of the second largest cross 

section due to the superposition of photons from 129Xe and 131Xe around the largest cross 

section energy (667.79 keV).  

The relatively small detection limits, and the significant reduction in the amount 

of gas within the sample after few hours of diffusion, prove the suitability of using PGAA 

to evaluate the variation of noble gas concentration after varying diffusion times.  Two 

absolute errors are given in Table 3 and Table 4 for every experiment.  Error1 was 

estimated considering only the variance of the number of counts, Equation (13).  Error 2 

includes all other sources included in the determination of the detection limits, Equation 

(14).  The significant larger Error 2 is due to the the neutron-gamma cross section errors 

(8.8% for 40Ar at 1186.6 keV and 7.9% for 131Xe at 772.72 keV) 
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where 

 

ratio =C /Co  
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Diffusion 

time (hours) 
Prompt gamma counting 

live-time (hours) C/CO (%) Error 1 (%) Error 2 (%) 

4.0 4.4 94.3 4.5 15.2 
6.0 5.0 95.5 4.8 15.5 
8.0 4.0 81.7 4.1 13.2 

16.0 3.0 71.5 4.4 11.9 
20.0 4.0 67.9 4.2 11.3 
23.5 4.0 63.2 4.3 10.7 
42.5 4.0 48.4 3.4 8.2 
66.0 5.0 34.6 2.7 6.0 
89.5 5.0 27.0 2.8 5.0 

Table 3  Argon concentration variations.  Change on the argon concentration at the 
sample cylinder after various diffusion experiments measured with prompt 
gamma activation analysis (1186.6 keV). 

 
Diffusion 

time (hours) C/CO (%) Error 1 (%) Error 2 (%) 

1.0 78.6 0.7 11.3 
3.0 73.3 0.9 10.6 
4.0 61.5 0.6 8.9 

16.7 44.0 0.6 6.3 
17.0 41.1 0.6 5.9 
20.0 38.0 0.5 5.5 
30.0 35.0 0.3 5.0 
42.0 30.1 0.5 4.3 
48.0 28.1 0.5 4.1 
69.0 27.1 0.5 3.9 

111.0 21.6 0.5 3.1 

Table 4 Xenon concentration variations.  Change on the xenon concentration at the 
sample cylinder after various diffusion experiments measured with prompt 
gamma activation analysis (772.72 keV). 
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Figure 8  Variation of 40Ar concentration (1186 keV) in the sample cylinder for 
various diffusion times.  Error bars correspond to Error 2 in Table 3. 

 

Figure 9  Variation of 131Xe (772.72 keV) concentration in the sample cylinder for 
various diffusion times.  Error bars correspond to Error 2 in Table 4.  
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Chapter 2: Using prompt gamma activation analysis to determine the 
mass dependent diffusion coefficients of a noble gas within a porous 

media. 

 

Modeling subsurface gas diffusion can be challenging because of its dependence 

on media structure, the composition and thermodynamic properties of the gases, and the 

interaction between molecules.  The Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory considers all these 

variables and is often used for estimating gas diffusion coefficients [21, 22, 93].  This 

theoretical model, as well as several empirical correlations to estimate gas binary 

diffusivities, shows that light molecules migrate faster than heavy ones within the same 

medium [22, 23, 26]. 

Experimental evidence for the variation in the isotopic composition of light-gases 

suggests that differences in isotopic mass cause corresponding differences in diffusion 

rates [28, 29, 94].  It is also known that such mass driven differences in diffusion rates 

can lead to bulk convection in the direction of the heavier molecule diffusion [95, 96].  

However, there has been little experimental work to analyze how mass driven differential 

diffusion rates can lead to convection in heavy noble gases that are moving through 

porous systems.  This situation is important to the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban 

Treaty where radioactive argon and xenon isotopes that migrate to the surface test can be 

used as a marker for nuclear tests [16, 19].   

The diffusion experiments described in the previous chapter show a markedly 

different behavior for the argon and xenon gases, with the concentration of xenon 

dropping much more quickly than does that of argon.   
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1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

The effects of mass-dependent species migration in diffusive processes have been 

well documented in the literature [23, 26, 96].  Convectively driven flow raised by the 

inter-diffusion of two gases with different molecular weights has been observed in steady 

and isobaric systems [95, 97].  Likewise, assorted articles have commented on the 

possibility of growing transient pressure gradients in closed systems when the molecular 

weights of the species diffusing are very different [96, 98].  

In general, the flux of a particular species into or out of a control volume is a 

function of both molecular diffusion and bulk advection [21].  When the migration of 

species takes place within geological media, the effects of the porosity and tortuosity of 

the media also affect the transport.  The two most popular models used to describe gas 

transport through porous systems are the Dusty Gas Model and the Advection Diffusion 

Model [23, 25, 26].  The main difference between these models is that as the Dusty Gas 

Model directly accounts for the interaction of the gas molecules with the porous medium 

in the equations it solves, the Advection Diffusion model takes these interactions into 

consideration in the boundary conditions.  In this work, I have used the Advection 

Diffusion approach to model the movement of argon and xenon through the experimental 

system described in chapter 1.  

 

In the absence of reactions, the Advection Diffusion Model for a binary system 

can be written as:  
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       (15). 

 

Here CA, CB, xA, and xB are the molar concentration {mol·m-3} and molar fraction 

of species A and B, respectively, DAB and DBA are the effective binary diffusion 

coefficients of the corresponding species {m2·s-1}, and V* is the molar averaged bulk 

velocity {m·s-1} [21, 22]. 

For a binary system xA+xB=1, and Equation (15) can be modified to: 

 

     (16). 

 

Here V is the bulk mass averaged velocity {m·s-1} and MA and MB are the 

molecular weights of species A and B, accordingly.  The above expression can be further 

simplified to: 

 

       (17), 
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where: 

 

       (18). 

 

Assuming Ideal Gas behavior, UA and UB can be written as: 

 

        (19), 

 

where p is the pressure of the mixture at a particular location {Pa}.  Equations similar to 

(17, 18) were also developed by McCarty and Mason [96] for a Stefan-tube set-up 

assuming a frictionless plug.  Such restrictions/assumption were not necessary here.  

 

The mass averaged bulk velocity, V, in Equation (19) is estimated from the 

conservation of linear momentum [21]: 

 

       (20), 

 

where ρTOT is the mass density of the gas mixture {kg·m-3}, f groups the effect of surface 

and body forces acting on the control volume {kg·m-2s-2}, and the arrows indicate the 
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vector nature of these variables.  As a first approximation, the fluid-wall friction was 
neglected and only pressure forces were considered in f, i.e. f = −∇p+ ρTOT g


, which 

allowed for a estimate of the maximum effect that diffusively driven convection can have 

in a one-dimensional model. 

With the appropriate boundary conditions, Equations (17, 20) constitute a set of 

coupled differential equations with which to model the transport of a noble gas through a 

porous system in the absence of externally pressure gradients or reactions.  

Because the experimental set-up used here has varying cross section areas and 

porosities, a direct discretization of partial differential equations is not possible.  

Assuming a one-dimensional approximation and using a control volume analysis, 

Equations (17, 20) can be rewritten as: 

 

      (21), 

 

     (22). 

 

Here Vgas {m3} is the gas volume within a particular volume element of the 

experimental system, AS {m2} is the cross sectional surface area of the control volume 

where the mass transfer takes place, and p {Pa} is the pressure at the control volume 

interface.  This pressure is equal to the sum of the pressure developed by the different 

diffusion rates of species A and B, po {Pa}, and a pressure equivalent to the average 

hydrostatic pressure within a giving section of the experimental system, pg {Pa}.  
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Inclusion of the gravitational pressure term, pg, aims to approximate the effect of 

potential gravity currents that rise when two gases of different composition (and density) 

are put in contact [99].  Assuming an ideal gas behavior, pg is:  

 

pg =

po exp −
g Mmix y
RT

"

#
$

%

&
'dA

AS

∫

dA
AS

∫
      (23), 

 

where g is the gravitational constant (9.81 m·s-2), AS {m2} is the cross sectional area of the 

experimental set-up region under analysis, and Mmix is the molar averaged gas mixture 

molecular weight {kg·mol-1} and is estimated by: 

 
Mmix = xiMi

i=1,N
∑          (24). 

 

The diffusion coefficients in Equation (21) depend on temperature, molecular 

mass, the relative concentration of the species as shown in Equation (18).  The free space 

binary diffusivity, DXeN2, used in Equation (18) can be determined using the correlation 

given by Bird et al. [21]: 

 

   (25). 

 

Here Tci, pci, and Mi are the critical temperature, critical pressure, and molecular 

weight of gas i respectively.   
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Within the section of the experimental set-up filled with SiO2 Ottawa sand, the 

effects of the porous media structure are taken into consideration by scaling the 

diffusivities DA and DB by  ϕ/τ, where ϕ is the media porosity and τ is the tortuosity 

[100, 101].  As a first approximation ϕ was taken to be 0.3, with τ = 1-k ln(ϕ), where k 

is an empirical parameter  (= 0.5 for a hard sphere approximation) [37].  

 

2. METHODS.  

 

Equations (21, 22) are discretized using a finite difference implementation in both 

MATLAB and Fortran 90 and simulation results are compared with experimental data 

presented previously.  Because of the similarity in molecular weight between argon and 

nitrogen, the migration of argon in the experimental set-up was modeled under the 

assumption of a fully isobaric process.  For xenon however, this assumption was relaxed 

and the full Equations (21, 22) were solved together.  

 

a) Numerical methods.   

 

 Time and space discretization  

For this work, the direction of a positive flux is defined from the xenon cylinder 

to the porous media (left to right), Figure 10.  Assuming a one-dimensional system, for a 

general species B, Equation (21) is discretized as: 
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 (26). 

 

Here ∆t is the time step {s}, the super scripts t and t+∆t indicate the time step at 

which the concentration is evaluated.  The right hand side of Equation (26) is the net flux 

at the boundary of the specific control volume.  Accordingly, AL and AR are the left and 

right areas {m2} through which species migration takes place, Figure 10.  The sub scripts 

L and R on areas, diffusivities, concentration, and concentration gradients explicitly 

indicate that these variables are estimated at the left and right boundaries of the control 

volume under analysis, e.g. i, and should not be taken as i-1 and i+1.  

 

 

Figure 10  Schematic of the discretized experimental set-up.  Schematic showing the 
principal grid and the control volume of the general element i.  Note the 
difference between the left, AL, and right area, AR, of this element. 
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From here subscripts indicate the spatial location of the control volume we are 

interested on, and superscripts the time point.  The experimental set-up is uniformly 

discretized in N elements of length ∆z {m2}.  From Equation (26), the control volume 

analysis of every element of this main grid is: 

 

  

(27) 

 

where φi and τi are the media porosity and tortuosity of the element i, Ai, is its cross 

sectional area {m2}, and the super script * indicates that the velocity and diffusivities 

must be modified to account for effects of the porous media:  

 

     (28), 

 

        (29). 
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Expanding and regrouping Equation (27): 

 

 

         (30), 

where: 

 

        (31). 

 

The boundary conditions at z=0 and z=L (first and last element respectively) are: 

 

 

 

 

         (32) 

 

Grouping and rearranging: 
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         (33) 

 

Estimating diffusively driven velocity 

Following the recommendation of the SIMPLE algorithm, a staggered grid shown 

in Figure 11 was used to determine the velocities in Equation (22). 

 

 

Figure 11  Schematic of staggered grid.  Location of the staggered grid (orange) and 
principal grid (grey). 

To differentiate between the discretization of the principal and staggered grids, 

lower case sub indices j, l and r will be used to indicate the element in the velocity grid 

under analysis, and its left and right boundaries, respectively.  From conservation of 

momentum in a characteristic control volume with variable area and media, Equation 

(22) is simplified to: 
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∀gas− jρTOT− j
∂Vj
∂t

= ρTOT−lVl
2φl Al + plφl Al − ρTOT−rVr

2φrAr − prφrAr + p j φrAr −φl Al( )   

(34) 

 

where ρTOT  is the mass density of the gas mixture {kg·m-3}, ρj is the mixture pressure at 

the node j of the staggered grid, and all other symbols follow the nomenclature of the 

previous supplemental material.  Note that Equation (34) neglects the shear forces at the 

wall gas interface, FW (shown in Figure 12).  Likewise, the reactions on the left and right 

of the solid matrix (Fmatrix-l and Fmatrix-r in Figure 12) are assumed to balance to each other.  

These two assumptions aim to increase the magnitude of the velocities and convection 

effects on the model here developed.  

The velocities at the boundaries of every element in the staggered grid Vl and Vr 

are determined from a linear interpolation of elements j-1 and j, and j and j+1 

respectively: 

 

Vl =
Vj−1 +Vj
2

, Vr =
Vj +Vj+1
2

       (35) 

 

The lower case sub indices from the staggered grid can be related to the principal 

grid.  For example, the volume, densities, and areas of the staggered and principal grids 

(sub-indexes j and i respectively) in Figure 12 are related by:  
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∀gas− j =
φi Ai +φi+1Ai+1( )Δz

2

ρTOT− j =
ρTOT−i + ρTOT−(i+1)

2

$

%
&&

'

(
)), ρTOT−l = ρTOT−i , ρTOT−r = ρTOT−(i+1)

Al = Ai , Ar = A(i+1)

  (36) 

 

 

Figure 12  Momentum conservation in a characteristic control volume.  Forces and 
fluid flows acting on a characteristic control volume:  Wall-fluid friction 
force (FW), pressure forces (piAiϕi), solid matrix reactions (Fmatrix-i), and mass 
averaged velocities (Vi). 

Finally, since the nodes in the staggered grid are placed in the edges of the 

elements defined by the principal grid, the pressure at every node j can be estimated by a 

linear interpolation of pi and pi+1 i.e. pj = (pi+pi+1) / 2.  Therefore, the pressure terms in 

Equation (34) can be rearranged to: 
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   (37) 

 

Combining this with Equations (35, 36), a fully explicit discretization on time of 

Equation (34) for j=2 to j=N-2 turns into: 

 

 (38), 

 

which can be rearranged to: 

 

 

 (39). 

 

Following the above expression, the boundary conditions at z=0, z=L+∆z , z=L-

∆z, and z=L-∆z are:  
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    (41), 

 

  (42), 

 

         (43). 

 

It should be stressed that in Equations (39 to 43), the sub indices of the velocities 

indicated the location of this variable in the staggered grid.  On the other hand, the sub 

indices of density, area, porosity, and pressure indicate the location in the principal grid.  

As a final note, it should be mentioned that the length of the experimental set-up model 

was slightly altered so diameter and media variations would occur between elements of 

the principal grid as shown in Figure 10. 

Equations (28 to 33), describe species conservation when diffusion and advection 

effects are present.  When the difference in diffusion rates between species is neglected, 

these equations can be simplified by making DXe = DN2 = DXeN2 and UL = UR = 0.  The 

formulation of the equations for this simpler model can be obtained directly from 

Equations (30 to 33).  As an example, for a general element i, Equation (30) is reduced 

to:  
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(44). 

 

b) Estimation of the effective diffusivity 

 

Equation (25), and the empirical relation τ =1-k ln(ϕ) [37], were used to 

determine an initial guess for the effective diffusivity within the porous media.  As an 

initial guess, ϕ was taken to be 0.3, and k=0.5 (hard sphere approximation).  The 

diffusivity was varied incrementally between ± 5% of the initial guess until a minimum 

square error difference between the experimental data and the modeling results was 

minimized.  The designated diffusivity to the system is the one with the minimum error 

[89].    

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

 

Appendix B and Appendix C contain the programs developed in MATLAB and 

Fortran90 for implementation of the above models.  Appendix D gives the results if a 

mesh reduction study as well as validation of the numerical approach against an 

analytical solution.  
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Figure 13 shows the comparison between argon experimental results listed in 

Table 3 and the implementation of Equation (21) in MATLAB when the effect of the 

molecular weight difference between gases is ignored.  Following the procedure outlined 

in the previous section, an effective diffusion coefficient of 0.944x10-2 cm2·s-1 was 

determined for the argon-nitrogen experiments [89].  The correlation parameter between 

the model and experimental results was R2=0.98, Figure 13.  The good agreement 

between the optimized model and experimental results suggests that the weight difference 

between the argon and nitrogen molecules does not significantly affect the migration of 

the noble gas. 

 

 

Figure 13  Estimated variation of argon concentration [89].  Comparison of the 
numerical model programmed in MATLAB for a diffusion only case, and 
the results of the diffusion experiments listed in Table 3.  Experimental error 
estimated using Equation (14).  The correlation parameter between the 
model and experimental results was R2=0.98. 
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By contrast to the results in Figure 13, the diffusion-only model, clearly over 

predicts the concentration of xenon remaining in the sample cylinder.  Figure 14 shows 

the comparison between the time variation of xenon concentration and the diffusion-only 

model when the free space diffusivity is calculated by Equation (25), and then varied in 

the porous medium section following the same procedure used in the argon-nitrogen case.   

 

 

Figure 14  Comparison of xenon experimental data and diffusion only model.  The 
initial guess of the Xe-N2 binary diffusivity was estimated from a free-space 
diffusivity increased by a factor of five. 

To reduce the difference between model and experiment using a diffusion only 

model, the free-space diffusivity was increased and then optimized in the porous medium 

section.  After scaling the binary diffusivity, DXeN2, estimated from Equation (25) by a 

factor of five, the root mean squared error of C/Co obtained is 0.0043, and the optimized 

diffusivity in the media determined is 1.02 x10-2 cm2·s-1.  This improved the correlation 
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parameter between model and experiment, R2=0.89.  The still large difference between 

the diffusion-only model predictions and the values measured occurring in the first five 

hours of experiment suggest the presence of other transient and mass dependent transport 

mechanisms.  Two options were explored to capture these effects using a one-

dimensional transport model: consider the bulk advection that can rise from the different 

molecular migration rates of xenon and nitrogen after the isobaric process assumption is 

relaxed; consider the effect of gravity currents that follow the removal of the barrier that 

initially separates two fluids with large difference in their densities.  

 

 

Figure 15  Comparison of xenon experimental data and optimized diffusion only 
model.  The initial guess of the Xe-N2 binary diffusivity was estimated from 
a free-space diffusivity increased by a factor of five.  The correlation 
between model and experiment is R2=0.89. 

Relaxing the isobaric assumption of the diffusion-only model, and taking into 

account the pressure gradients that rise from the different migration rates of non equi-
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molar gases, gives a better estimate of the xenon concentration on the first hours of 

experiment, Figure 16.  The effective diffusivity estimated using this model is also 

1.02x10-2 cm2·s-1 and the correlation coefficient is R2=0.95.  However, obtaining this 

better agreement still requires scaling up the diffusivity DXeN2 from Equation (25) by a 

factor of five and there is no physical justification for this. 

 

 

Figure 16 Comparison of xenon experimental data and the optimized Convection-
Diffusion model.  The initial guess of the Xe-N2 binary diffusivity was 
estimated from a free-space diffusivity increased by a factor of five.  The 
correlation between model and experiment is R2=0.95. 

Considering the effect of the gas mixture density variation (gravity currents), 

Equation (23) estimates initial pressure gradients of 0.25 Pa·cm-1 and 0.03 Pa·cm-1 at the 

xenon-nitrogen and argon-nitrogen interfaces, respectively.  Pressure gradients of these 

magnitudes would raise initial bulk velocities of 4.8 and 0.7 m·s-1 at the gas interface 

(calculated using Darcy’s law with a permeability K = d2/32, where d=11.9 mm is the set-
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up diameter at the initial interface).  Dissipation of these relatively large velocities will 

start immediately after they are generated due to the viscous effects, fading of the gas 

interface as the species mix, and counter pressures that would rise in a closed volume.  A 

more detailed evaluation of gravity currents will be considered in a later work.  

  

Conclusions.  Two numerical models were developed: a diffusion-only model 

and a diffusion-convection model for a binary system (argon-nitrogen and xenon-

nitrogen).  The argon concentration variation estimated by the diffusion-only model with 

an optimized diffusivity showed good agreement with experimental results.  However, 

when this analysis is extended to xenon-nitrogen diffusion, the diffusion-only model is 

not as good in predicting the observed depletion rate of xenon in the gas cylinder.  Even 

when the xenon-nitrogen free-space diffusivity is increased by a factor of five and 

optimized for the porous media section, the correlation between experiment and 

simulation (R2=0.89) is still lower than for argon (R2=0.98).  The largest discrepancies 

occur during the first few hours where the model over predicts C/Co by 6-13%.  When the 

diffusion-convection model is used, a better approximation of these first data points was 

attained (the model differs form the experiments by 9.6% and 5.2% after 1 and 4 hours of 

diffusion respectively, and under estimate C/Co by 0.9% after 3 hours of experiment).  

The correlation between the diffusion-convection simulation and experiment improves to 

R2=0.95.  Future work will consider the effect of gravity driven flow on the transport of 

xenon. 

Using a nitrogen-noble gas binary system to investigate the effect of the 

difference on their molecular weights on their transport rate is a good first approximation 

to the transport of argon and xenon in the atmosphere.  This is the case because of the 

similarity between the molecular weight and density of nitrogen (~28 kg·mol-1 and 
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1.251x10-3 g·m-3 at STP conditions, respectively) and the molar average molecular weight 

and density of Earth’s atmosphere at the Troposphere (~28.8 kg·mol-1 and 1.293x10-3 g·m-

3 assuming a molar composition of 78.0% nitrogen, 20.9% oxygen, and 0.9% argon).  

More accurate predictions require knowledge of the underground atmosphere 

composition at the location of interest. 
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Chapter 3: Fractal analysis of the porous media tortuosity from its 
transport properties. 

 

Predicting the transport of fluids in the subsurface requires accurate estimates for 

the transport coefficients.  The Kozeny-Carman equation relates the medium’s specific 

surface area, tortuosity and porosity to its saturated conductivity.  For porous systems that 

exhibit fractal structure, scaling relationships have been used to show that the saturated 

conductivity is a function of both the pore volume, and pore surface fractal dimensions of 

a system.  Previous work has shown that for a porous system, the tortuosity can be 

expressed as a function of the pore volume and spectral fractal dimensions of a medium. 

Gimenez et al. [102] proposed a methodology to determine this fractal dimension from 

saturated conductivity and porosity measurements.  However, the fractal relations 

obtained were incorrect as they predicted negative connectivity parameters.  In this 

chapter, I developed a new fractal model that correctly estimates positive connectivity 

parameters for the geological samples characterized in [102]. 
 

1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Fluid transport in porous media affects the dynamics of systems that range in 

scale from microfluidic devices to the hydrologic cycle.  The saturated conductivity of a 

medium is particularly important for understanding the movement and distribution of 

fluids within it.  The saturated hydraulic conductivity of a system, Ksat {m·s-1}, is defined 

by: 

 

Ksat = k
g
υ

         (45), 
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where g {m·s-2} is the gravitational constant and υ is the fluid kinematic viscosity {m2·s-

1}, and k is the permeability {m2} of the system under analysis.  On a porous medium, the 

Kozeny-Carman equation relates the permeability, k {m2}, to the medium porosity, ϕ, 

specific surface area, S {m-1}, and tortuosity, τ [103]: 

 

k = Coφ
τS2

         (46). 

 

It is important to stress that in this document, the specific surface area is defined 

as the solid-fluid interface area (A) per unit of representative elementary volume, or REV 

volume (VREV) [103, 104],: 

 

S = A
VREV

         (47). 

 

From Equation (45, 46), the saturated conductivity of a porous medium can be 

estimated by: 

 

Ksat =
gko
υ

φ
τS 2
!

"
#

$

%
&
        (48). 

 

Deriving a simpler model for the saturated conductivity is complicated by the fact 

that fluid transport is also affected not just by the gross topology of the pore space by also 

by its interconnectedness.  From the perspective of a fluid element, connectivity affects 

the effective length of a pore channel and the amount of momentum/kinetic energy 
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transferred to the media matrix [34, 69, 105, 106].  Both effects are taken into account by 

a tortuosity coefficient.  In this regard, it is commonly assumed that the increase in 

tortuosity is related to a reduction in porosity by a power law [69, 105]: 

 

τ ~ φ −α          (49), 

 

where α is the connectivity parameter.  Note that by definition, the connectivity 

parameter, α, must be positive.  A negative connectivity parameter would indicate that a 

medium with increasing porosity would have a smaller tortuosity. Combining Equation 

(48) and Equation (49), the saturated conductivity of a porous medium can be estimated 

by:  

 

Ksat ~
φ1+α

S 2          (50). 

 

Further simplification of Equation (50) requires knowing the interconnectivity 

parameter and the specific surface area, or a way to relate these variables to the medium 

porosity.  Work over the last two decades has shown that many porous materials, both 

artificial and natural, exhibit fractal structure over a wide range of length scales e.g. [39, 

107, 108].  Past work has often assumed that a single fractal dimension can be used to 

characterize the topology of a medium’s pore space and models of capillary pressure and 

fluid conductivity have been related to this parameter [42, 43, 109].  Recent work, 

however, has shown that many porous systems can exhibit distinct fractal dimensions that 

are characteristic of their pore surfaces and pore volume as a whole [108].  Using ratios 

of scaling relationships, it was previously shown that this added complexity would affect 
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a medium’s saturated conductivity [102].  More recently, it has been demonstrated how 

the multi-fractal character of medium would influence its equilibrium capillary pressure-

moisture content relationship, as well as capillary condensation behavior [46].  

 

Fractals  

 

A fractal is a self-similar or statistical self-similar geometric set in a range of 

scales created by following a simple and recursive definition (generator) on a simple 

geometric set (initiator).  For example, for a Siepinski gasket, the initiator is a square and 

generator applied recursively is dividing every square on nine parts and subtracting the 

one in the middle, Figure 17.   

 

 

Figure 17 Generating a Sierpinski Gasket.  From left to right: first generation pre-
fractal (generator), second generation pre-fractal, and fourth generation pre-
fractal.  The Sierpinski gasket is the n-th generation pre-fractal when n tends 
to infinity. 
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Figure 18 Box counting method on a porous media sample.  Array of boxes with 
characteristic length λ superimposed on a 2-D image of a porous media to 
estimate the pore (black regions) surface fractal dimension.  Image of 
tungsten powder 8-10 µm infiltrated with a 70Cu/30Ag. 

 Distinctive non-Euclidean and non-integer dimensions describe different 

characteristics of a fractal set.  Several publications use geometrical arguments to relate 

the surface roughness, surface area, and path length of both natural and well-known 

fractal generators (such as the Sierpinski gasket or the Menger sponge) to their fractal 

dimensions of mass, length, surface, and volume.  Arguably, the most popular technique 

to determine the dimensions of a fractal set in a soil characterization is by image analysis 

using the box counting method [34, 39, 48, 68, 102, 110, 111].  In this technique, an array 

of boxes of a characteristic length, λ in Figure 18, is superimposed to the two-dimension 

image under analysis.  The number of boxes to fully cover a specific characteristic (pore 

area for example), N, and the box characteristic length, λ, are related by: 
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DA = limλ→∞

log(N )
log(1/ λ)

#

$
%

&

'
(

      (51), 

 

where DA is the pore area fractal dimension.  A similar procedure is used to estimate the 

fractal dimension that describes the perimeter of the pore regions.  A common practice to 

extend the fractal analysis of a two-dimension image to describe a three-dimension object 

is to simply increase the measured fractal dimension by one [112]. 

 

Developing a scaling relation for how saturation would vary with tortuosity has 

been difficult to do in terms of parameters that can be easily to measure (i.e pore volume 

and pore surface fractal dimensions).  Instead, many authors use random walk or 

tortuosity fractal dimensions [34, 45, 48, 69, 113].  Previous work by Gimenez et al. 

[102] proposed the estimation of the connectivity parameter, α, by comparison of a 

porosity based conductivity model with saturated conductivity measurements, and resin-

impregnated soil images from which pore surface and volume fractal dimension could be 

extracted.  The methodology proposed by Gimenez et al. is remarkably clever as it relies 

on traditional and well-known laboratory techniques to determine α.  However, the 

results obtained, which give negative connectivity parameters, question the fractal model 

that was used.  Here I propose a new relationship for the saturated conductivity of a 

porous medium as a function of its porosity and surface and volume spectral fractal 

dimensions.   
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2. METHODOLOGY 

 

If the pore space has a fractal structure, it is possible to follow Perrier et al. [43] 

who used the cumulative distribution function N(volume1/dE> λ) = F λ-DV to determine 

total pore volume, V, where λ is taken to the “radius” that corresponds to V, F is  

constant, and DV is the pore fractal dimension and dE is the Euclidean dimension of the 

space.  The differential dN is then given by:  

 

dN = −DVFλ
−DV −1dλ         (52). 

 

Following Perrier et al. [43] and Tyler and Wheatcraft [114], V and A can be 

determined  by integration of a differential volume {m3} and area {m2}: 

 
V = VP∫ dN          (53), 

 
A = AP∫ dN          (54), 

 

where VP  is the volume of a pore, and AP is its pore-matrix interface area.  Assuming 

that: 

 

VP = cλ
dE          (55), 

 

then, replacing Equations (52, 55) into Equation (53) : 
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V = −cFDV λ dE−DV −1 dλ
λmax

λmin

∫        (56). 

 

The limits of integration in the above expression go from λmax to λmin as fewer 

pores have a characteristic length λmax than λmin, i.e., I am integrating from Nmin to Nmax.  

Solving Equation (56): 

 

V =
cFDV

dE −DV

λmax
dE−DV −λmin

dE−DV( )        (57). 

 

Since λmin << λmax, and dE - DV > 0: 

 

λmax
dE−DV >> λmin

dE−DV         (58). 

  

Combining Equations (57, 58): 

 

V ≈ βV
λmax
λmin

"

#
$

%

&
'

dE−DV

        (59), 

 

where βV is a positive proportionality constant.  From Equation (59), the porosity, ϕ, is: 

 

φ =
V
VREV

~ λmax
λmin

!

"
#

$

%
&

dE−DV

       (60). 

 

Here, VREV is the minimum volume which is statistically representative of the pore 

space [103]. 
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For the fluid-matrix interface surface area, I use Mandelbrot’s relation between a 

self-similar fractal area and the volume it encloses [112]: 

 
AP
1/DS = FSVP

1/dE = f 1/DSλ        (61), 

 

where, f 1/Ds=FS c1/dE.  

 

Then, from Equation (54), the total pore-matrix interface area is the integral of the 

areas of every pore within the system: 

 

A = −cFfDV λDS−DV −1 dλ
λmax

λmin

∫        (62). 

 

Again, the integration limits on Equation (62) are from smaller to larger number 

of pores as in Equation (56).  The solution of the above expression is: 

 

A = cFfDV

DV −DS

λmin
DS−DV −λmax

DS−DV( )        (63). 

 

Since λmin << λmax, and DS < DV: 

 

        (64), 

 

so Equation (63) can be expressed as: 

 

λmin
DS−DV >> λmax

DS−DV
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A ≈ βS
λmax
λmin

"

#
$

%

&
'

DV −DS

        (65). 

 

S = A
VREV

~ λmax
λmin

!

"
#

$

%
&

DV −DS

       (66). 

 

Combining Equations (60 and 66), the relation between specific surface area and 

media porosity is: 

 

S ~ φ
DV −DS
dE−DV          (67). 

 

Replacing Equation (67) into Equation (50):  

 

Ksat ~ φ
1+α−2 DV −DS

dE−DV

"

#
$

%

&
'

        (68). 

 

Assuming that the saturated conductivity scales with the porosity as Ksat ~ ϕN 

[102, 105, 115], where N is an empirical parameter, in a three three-dimensional fractal 

(dE=3), the connectivity parameter, α is:  

 

       (69). 

 

Gimenez et al. [102], used a similar model to estimate the interconnectivity 

parameter α from a set of clay samples.  However, the results obtained there lead to non-

physically negative connectivity parameters.  Here I use the data reported in [102] 

α = N −1+ 2 DV −DS

3−DV

"

#
$

%

&
'
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(saturated conductivity, porosity, macro porosity, and surface and volume fractal 

dimensions) to test the validity of the model given in Equation (68).  Before continuing, it 

must be noted that the data reported by Gimenez et al. in [102] for DV and DS assumed a 

two-dimensional fractal medium.  Consequently, both fractal dimensions must be 

increased by 1 to scale a three-dimension system to represent a three-dimensional fractal 

[112]. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 

 

Contrary to the model proposed by Gimenez et al. [102], Equation (69) estimates 

positive connectivity parameters when tested using the fractal dimensions, porosity and 

saturated conductivity measured in [102] and listed in Table 5.  Here, the averaged value 

of N=1.30 ± 0.23, the volume and area fractal dimensions, and the macro-porosity, ϕm, 

values given in [102] were used to determine the interconnectivity factor, α for every 

undisturbed and packed soil sample.  The results are shown in Table 6. 
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 Porosity Ksat Dv Dv 
Sample ID ϕ ϕm Low High Low High 

RED-1 α 0.5 0.16 46 1.62 1.61 1.30 1.23 
RED-2 α 0.47 0.07 59.1 1.21 1.51 1.14 1.21 
RED-3 α 0.56 0.14 35.4 1.59 1.63 1.30 1.22 
SPC-1 α 0.53 0.10 67.3 1.49 1.52 1.17 1.21 
SPC-2 α 0.54 0.09 69.8 1.54 1.52 1.28 1.23 
SPC-3 α 0.53 0.13 72.2 1.40 1.47 1.25 1.21 
CON-1 α 0.51 0.09 44.4 1.56 1.64 1.17 1.22 
CON-2 α 0.5 0.07 30.2 1.46 1.67 1.1 1.22 

SASF, large-1 β 0.64 0.18 132.8 1.79 1.50 1.21 1.16 
SASF, large-2 β 0.64 0.21 127.1 1.70 1.53 1.21 1.12 
SASF, small-1 β 0.61 0.25 196.9 1.88 1.8 1.33 1.21 
SASF, small-2 β 0.61 0.25 185.0 1.84 1.81 1.37 1.35 
ASD-range1/ fine 1 β 0.45 0.17 115.2 1.81 1.79 1.31 1.35 
ASD-range1/ fine 2 β 0.43 0.22 115.2 1.72 1.76 1.41 1.33 
ASD-range1/ coarse 1 β 0.58 0.25 122.7 1.75 1.72 1.36 1.31 
ASD-range1/ coarse 2 β 0.58 0.17 85.9 1.77 1.8 1.36 1.34 
ASD-range2/fine 1 β 0.59 0.27 126.5 1.71 1.68 1.42 1.35 
ASD-range2/coarse 1 β 0.61 0.19 135.8 1.67 1.58 1.22 1.24 
ASD-range2/coarse 2 β 0.61 0.22 136.1 1.67 1.81 1.44 1.44 

Table 5  Soil parameters from Gimenez et al. Porosity, hydraulic conductivity, 
volume and surface area fractal dimensions for undisturbed (α) and packed 
(β) samples of a Normania clay loam.  Details on the sample ID 
nomenclature in [102]. 
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 Connectivity parameter, α 

Sample ID Gimenez et al. Equation (69) 

 Low High Low High 
RED 1 α -1.33 -0.36 1.98 2.25 
RED 2 α -0.94 -0.46 0.48 1.52 
RED 3 α -1.03 -0.83 1.71 2.52 
SPC 1 α -0.87 -0.89 1.55 1.59 
SPC 2 α -0.48 -0.74 1.43 1.51 
SPC 3 α -0.32 -0.83 0.80 1.28 
CON 1 α -0.12 -0.51 2.07 2.63 
CON 2 α -0.24 -0.5 1.63 3.03 

SASF, large 1 β 0.23 -1.08 5.82 1.66 
SASF, large 2 β -0.25 -1.2 3.57 2.04 
SASF, small1 β 3.66 0.43 9.47 6.20 
SASF, small 2 β 3.03 1.98 6.17 5.14 
ASD-range1/ fine 1 β 1.53 1.57 5.56 4.49 
ASD-range1/ fine 2 β 1.25 1.01 2.51 3.88 
ASD-range1/ coarse 1 β 1.15 0.46 3.42 3.23 
ASD-range1/ coarse 2 β 1.39 1.69 3.87 4.90 
ASD-range2/ fine 1 β 1.15 0.51 2.30 2.36 
ASD-range2/ coarse 1 β -0.37 -0.55 3.03 1.92 
ASD-range2/ coarse 2 β 0.94 1.05 1.69 4.19 

Table 6  Connectivity parameter comparisons. Estimated connectivity parameters 
factors for the undisturbed (α) and packed (β) samples of a Normania clay 
loam using the model from Gimenez et al. [102], and Equation(69),.  Details 
on the sample ID nomenclature in [102]. 

Table 6 shows that more than half of the connectivity parameters estimated using 

the model proposed by Gimenez et al. proposed are negative, which is impossible as a 

negative connectivity parameter would mean a decrease on tortuosity for an increment in 

the medium porosity.  By contrast, the model given by Equation (69) estimates 

connectivity parameters, α, that are within a physically allowable range.  The large 

connectivity parameters on samples SASF, small1, SASF, small2, ASD-range1/fine 1, and 

ASD-range1/fine 2, suggest an extremely limited interconnection between pores.  
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Finally, the walking fractal dimension, DW, was estimated from the values of 

tortuosity and connectivity factor, α, obtained from the model here developed and the one 

in [102].  Using the model developed by Coleman and Vassilicos [69]: 

 

          (70). 

 

The results are shown in Table 7. 
 

 Walking fractal dimension, DW 

Sample ID Gimenez et al. Equation (69) 

 Low High Low High 
RED-1 α 1.49 1.86 2.75 2.88 
RED-2 α 1.26 1.77 2.38 2.75 
RED-3 α 1.58 1.69 2.70 2.93 
SPC-1 α 1.56 1.57 2.79 2.76 
SPC-2 α 1.78 1.64 2.66 2.72 
SPC-3 α 1.81 1.56 2.48 2.68 
CON-1 α 1.95 1.82 2.91 2.95 
CON-2 α 1.87 1.84 2.88 3.00 

SASF, large-1 β 2.05 1.46 3.22 2.83 
SASF, large-2 β 1.93 1.44 3.07 2.96 
SASF, small-1 β 2.44 2.09 3.14 3.24 
SASF, small-2 β 2.48 2.38 2.99 2.98 
ASD-range1/ fine 1 β 2.29 2.33 3.06 2.94 
ASD-range1/ fine 2 β 2.35 2.24 2.70 2.93 
ASD-range1/ coarse 1 β 2.29 2.13 2.86 2.90 
ASD-range1/ coarse2 β 2.32 2.34 2.89 2.98 
ASD-range2/ fine 1 β 2.33 2.16 2.67 2.76 
ASD-range2/ coarse 1 β 1.88 1.77 3.00 2.81 
ASD-range2/ coarse 2 β 2.31 2.20 2.56 2.80 

Table 7  Walking fractal dimension comparison. Estimated walking fractal 
dimensions for the undisturbed (α) and packed (β) samples of a Normania 
clay loam from Gimenez et al. [102] and Equation (70).  Details on the 
sample ID nomenclature in [102]. 

τ ~ φ
DW −2
Df −d
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Similar to the connectivity parameters given in Table 6, many of the walking 

fractal dimension than obtained using the model given by Gimenez et al. [102] fall 

outside of a physically allowable range, 2 ≤ DW ≤ 3.  The model presented here gives 

walking fractal dimensions within this range for all but the SASF, small-1 soil. 

 

Conclusions.  The methodology developed by Gimenez et al. to estimate the 

connectivity parameter of a porous medium based on measurements of saturated 

conductivity, macroporosity and pore surface and pore volume fractal dimensions is 

particularly attractive as the only requires standard measurements of well-developed 

laboratory techniques.  However, their model gives connectivity parameters and walking 

fractal dimensions outside a physically allowable range.  The model developed here, 

clearly avoids this flaw. Other type of transport experiments such as diffusion of gases 

could perform future validation of the model here established. 

The model presented in this dissertation can be used to estimate the effect of a 

porous medium topology on the noble gas transport coefficients.  Accurate approximation 

of the tortuosity factor would allow using the numerical models also developed in this 

dissertation to evaluate the noble gas migration through a porous medium without 

conducting diffusion experiments. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

Diffusion plays a critical role in the movement of gases through a geological 

medium.  Proper understanding of the parameters that affect this transport mechanism is 

essential for various applications such as predicting the movement of anthropogenic 

noble gas isotopes in the atmosphere after a below ground nuclear test has taken place.  

In this dissertation, I presented a novel methodology for using prompt gamma activation 

analysis to estimate noble gas diffusivities through a porous medium.  I also present 

experimental evidence and a numerical model suggesting the rise of additional transport 

mechanisms when the difference in molecular weights of the species diffusing is large.  

In addition, I introduced a fractal model to correlate the tortuosity to the saturated 

conductivity, pore volume, porosity, and pore volume and pore surface fractal 

dimensions.  The conclusions for each aim of this dissertation are: 

 

Aim 1.  I developed an experimental set-up and methodology for using prompt gamma 

activation analysis for measuring variations of noble gas concentrations by its diffusion 

within a porous media.  I have shown that prompt gamma activation analysis is able to 

determine the variation in natural xenon and argon gas concentrations within a gas 

sample during diffusion experiments.  However, the argon and xenon detection limits of 

the prompt gamma activation analysis facility at The University of Texas at Austin are 

not sufficient to trace the fractionation of stable xenon isotopes expected because of their 

different molecular weights.  Detection of variations in the isotopic composition of a 

natural xenon sample after diffusing through a porous medium may be possible if a gas 

sample is extracted from the noble gas source, irradiated with a larger neutron flux 
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(introducing it to the reactor for example), and then analyzed with neutron activation 

analysis.  I recommend that future work on this aim will look at conducting transport 

experiments with radioactive xenon and a multichannel scaling (MCS) option to track the 

intensity of a specific gamma ration as a function of time.  Using noble gas samples with 

high activity may allow obtaining experimental evidence of isotope fractionation in a 

xenon-nitrogen system  

 

Aim 2.  I have developed a methodology to determine the binary diffusion coefficient of 

quasi equi-molar gases, e.g. argon and nitrogen, within a porous medium using prompt 

gamma activation analysis:  1) I performed a series of diffusion experiments where the 

tracer gas concentration was analyzed at its source before and after different diffusing 

times; 2) I compared the variations in the tracer gas concentration with a numerical model 

where the effective diffusivity is first estimated using empirical correlations. I then 

systematically varied the effective diffusivity until the sum of squared errors between the 

numerical predictions and measured values is minimized.  The correct effective 

diffusivity then corresponds to the minimum.  Following the methodology here outlined, 

an effective diffusivity of 0.057 ± 0.089 cm2s-1 was estimated with a strong correlation 

between the numerical model and experiments (R2 = 0.98).  

Different than when using argon, a one-dimensional numerical diffusion model 

largely underestimated the rate of depletion of xenon during the first hours of xenon-

nitrogen diffusion experiments.  Even after proportionally varying the binary diffusivity 

of xenon, the transient behavior of the xenon depletion rates could not be estimated by a 

one-dimensional pure-diffusion model at short times.  The short times at which this faster 

depletion occurs suggests this might not be not a porous media-fluid interaction effect, as 

the xenon has not reached this region according to the model I developed.  Most likely, 
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phenomena such as three-dimension diffusively driven convection, or gravity effects are 

driving the observed phenomena.  The effect of density (gravity currents) in both, a one- 

and two-dimension approximation should be explored in in future work. 

 

Aim 3.  I developed a new fractal model to estimate the tortuosity of a porous media from 

its saturated conductivity, porosity, pore volume and pore surface fractal dimensions.  

This model, opposite to the one proposed by Gimenez et al. predicts physically 

reasonable transport properties, i.e. tortuosity factors larger than one and walking fractal 

dimensions larger than two but less than three.  Another important characteristic of this 

model is that it estimates the transport properties of the porous media from parameters 

that are traditionally measured (saturated conductivity and porosity), and the fractal 

characteristic of the geological media.  Other correlations available in the literature to 

estimate media tortuosities rely on knowing before hand a tortuosity or random walk 

fractal dimension determined from numerical models such as random walk or Monte 

Carlo.  Future work on this aim will look to extend the validation of the model here 

developed using experimental data to estimate the tortuosity of a geological porous 

medium and comparing the results with experimental transport coefficients. 
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Appendices 

 

APPENDIX A:  DIFFUSION EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE 

 

The procedure followed for the diffusion experiments can be grouped in four 

major steps:  Sample cylinder preparation, porous media column ventilation, pressure 

regulation, concentration analysis, and gas diffusion.  The units used here correspond to 

those read in the instrumentation and are not necessarily SI units. 

 

Sample cylinder preparation 

 

1. Perform or request a radiation survey to the sample cylinder to the Health Physicist 

2. Connect the sample cylinder to the gas exchange manifold   

3. Connect the noble gas source (argon or xenon) to the gas exchange manifold.  Check 

the valve to the noble gas source cylinder is closed 

4. Close all ball valves (shut-off valves) to gas cylinder and noble gas source and open 

the valve to the vacuum pump 

5. Turn ON vacuum pump to clean all tubing until pressure transducer reads 3.0 Torr 

6. Close all electronic valves and turn OFF vacuum pump 

7.  Open all the valves (including pressure regulators and shut-off valve) between 

pressure transducer and sample cylinder 

8. Open the valve to the vacuum pump 

9. Turn ON vacuum pump and vacuum the cylinder up to 5.0 - 10.0 Torr  
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10. Close valve to vacuum pump, turn it OFF, and let the pressure come to equilibrium.  

Write down equilibrium pressure.  If not smaller than 10.0 Torr, repeat Steps 8 to 10 

11. Check that valve between vacuum pump and pressure transducer is closed and 

pressure regulator of noble gas source is open 

12. Open shut-off valve to noble gas source (ball or gate valve) and start increasing the 

delivery pressure by closing pressure regulator gradually up to 150 kPa (20 psi or 1.4 

bar) 

13. Open valve to noble gas source and fill the sample cylinder up to reach an minimum 

equilibrium pressure of 500 Torr  

14. Close valve to noble gas source and let the pressure come to equilibrium.  Write 

down equilibrium pressure.  If not smaller than 500 Torr, repeat Steps 13 and 14 

15. Check valve to noble gas source is close and repeat Steps 8 to 10 and 13 to 14, this 

time filling the cylinder up to 790 Torr (105 kPa (abs)).  Write down the value  

16. The partial pressure of any contaminant in the cylinder is < 0.03% 

17. Close the all valves in the gas exchange manifold 

18. Close shut-off valves of sample cylinder and noble gas source tightly 

19. Detach sample cylinder and noble gas source from gas exchange manifold 

20. Open valve to vacuum pump and turn it ON to clean the tubing in the manifold up to 

pressure transducer reads 3 Torr 

21. Turn OFF the vacuum pump and close its valve 

22. Put all tools and noble gas source back on their respective place 
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Porous media column ventilation 

 

1. Perform or request a radiation survey to the sample cylinder to the Health Physicist if 

the column was previously irradiated 

2. Open ball valves at both ends of experimental set-up (filling and purging ends) 

3. Connect each barbed fittings from the porous media column to the HIGH pressure 

port of the differential transducers.  One to each pressure transducer.  Be sure the 

valves are open 

4. Connect the filling adapter (full-flow to instrumentation quick connectors) to the 

stainless steel end of the column (filling end) 

5. Connect the flow-meter (already connected to the nitrogen cylinder) to the filling 

adapter 

6. Close flow-meter valve, open shut-off valve of nitrogen cylinder, and adjust its 

pressure regulator to 150 kPa (20 psi or 1.4 bar) minimum 

7. Open flow-meter valve and regulate flow to 1.5 liters per minute.  Check that purge 

valve is open and nitrogen is flowing through the system 

8. Flow nitrogen through the system for 60 minutes 

9. Decrease the nitrogen flowrate to 0.5 liters per minute and keep venting the column 

for 30 minutes 

10. Close the purge valve (brass valve) while keep flowing nitrogen into the system 

11. Increase the gauge pressure of the system up to 4.5±0.5 in H2O (reading on the 

LabVIEW program from either pressure transducer) 

12. Close the flow-meter valve and also stainless steel filling valve  

13. Detach the flow-meter from the system 
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14. Wait to the pressure in both pressure transducers equilibrate and write down value 

15. Close both valves to pressure transducers 

16. Change the connection of the barbed fittings at the filling end of the porous media 

column (stainless steel) to the LOW pressure port in the differential pressure 

transducer.  DO NOT open any valve 

 

Pressure regulation 

 

1. Bring the sample cylinder and porous media column to the same room and leave them 

together for at least 12 hours to reach thermal equilibrium with environment 

2. Connect the metering valve assembly to the sample cylinder 

3. Connect the barbed end of the metering valve assembly to the differential pressure 

transducer at the filling end of the porous media column (stainless steel) 

4. Check that the one pressure transducer is connected to the metering valve assembly 

(HIGH pressure port) and porous media column (LOW pressure port).  The second 

pressure transducer must me connected only to the purging end of the porous media 

column (HIGH pressure port) 

5. Close the meeting valve completely and open it half-turn 

6. Open all valves between sample cylinder and the pressure transducer to which it is 

connected 

7. Open all valves between porous media column and both pressure transducers 

8. Allow reading from pressure at the porous media column to equilibrate.  Write down 

the value 
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9. Regulate the opening of the metering valve to allow the noble gas flow out as the 

pressure difference between the sample cylinder and porous media column gets to 4.0 

in H2O (reading in the LabVIEW program). 

10. Close the metering valve and allow the reading to stabilize 

11. Carefully and in cycles re-open and close the metering valve lowering the pressure 

difference between cylinder and porous media column up to 2.5 in H2O (larger in the 

sample cylinder) to compensate for the lower pressure within the full-flow quick 

connectors volume after cylinder and column are connected (see note at the end of 

this appendix) 

12. Once the desired pressure difference is reached, close all the valves in both, cylinder 

and porous media column.  

13. Close the valves to pressure transducers and DON’T open the metering valve 

14. Detach the cylinder from the metering valve assembly 

 

Concentration analysis 

 

1. Take the sample cylinder to the prompt gamma activation facility at the reactor bay 

2. Carefully follow the working procedure detailed at the radiation working permit 

3. Place the sample cylinder in the neutron beam path at the location previously 

determine that ensures proper alignment between sample and neutron beam (using a 

neutron camera) 

4. Check there is nothing obstructing the path of the neutron beam between the 

collimator and the sample 

5. Check the beam stopper between the neutron camera and sample cylinder is on place  
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6. With the reactor operating at 950 kW open the beam shutter and start irradiation of 

sample. 

7. Count the prompt photons emitted using Genie2000 for the analysis time necessary 

(live-time) 

8. Once time has elapsed, save data, close the beam shutter and allow activated sample 

to decay for 24 hours before handling it 

 

Diffusion experiment 

 

1. Connect sample cylinder to porous media column 

2. Check that all valves in the assembly are closed 

3. Slowly, open the valves (two) between the sample cylinder and the porous media 

column.  Open FIRST the closest one to the sample cylinder  

4. Allow the noble gas diffusing in the porous media column for the selected time 

5. Monitor the pressure readings from the two pressure transducers during the whole 

experiment  

6. Once the diffusion time has elapsed, closed the valves between sample cylinder and 

porous media column slowly.  Close FIRST the valve closest to the sample cylinder 

7. Detach the sample cylinder from the porous media column and proceed to analyze its 

noble gas concentration 

 

Note:  Variations of this procedure were explored to assure the faster depletion of xenon 

was not caused by non-desired pressure gradients between sample cylinder and porous 

media column.  These pressures gradients may rise from variations on the room pressure 
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between the moments when pressure regulation and diffusion experiments take place.  

The two variations explored were: 

 

Variation 1:  During the pressure regulation process, get a pressure at the porous media 

column 2.5 in H2O larger than the pressure at the sample cylinder.  During the diffusion 

experiment, open the valve closed to the porous media column FIRST.  The change in 

noble gas concentration after 17 hours of diffusion was similar to the one following the 

nominal procedure. 

 

Variation 2:  Following the attachment of the sample cylinder and porous media column, 

the two valves between them were open for 5 seconds and immediately closed.  In this 

case, the noble gas concentration at the sample cylinder was analyzed three times without 

detaching the cylinder form the column: 1) Before opening the valves for 5 seconds, 2) 

After opening the valves for 5 seconds, and 3) After the diffusion time has elapsed (1 

hour and 42 hours).  The changes in noble gas concentration between the second and last 

analyses were similar to the values obtained following the nominal procedure.  
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APPENDIX B: DIFFUSION ONLY MATLAB PROGRAM 
 
 
%========================================= 
%FD CODE FOR BINARY DIFFUSION 
%========================================= 
  
%Assumptions: 1D, constant properties and uniform within each section, 
%constant pressure, and no sources/sinks of concentration 
  
%DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT [129Xe, 131Xe] 
D=5*0.11832; %[cm^2/s]  0.11832 
D=D/10000; %[m^2/s] 
  
%DENSITY OF SAMPLE GAS 
rho=5.894; %1.784; %[kg/m^3] 5.894 
  
%MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS 
M=131.293/1000; %[kg/mol] 131.293 
  
%FIRST SECTION (CYLINDER) 
V_cyl= 0.001016 ; %[m^3] 
d1=3*0.0254/4;%[m] 
Acyl=pi*d1^2/4;%[m^2] 
  
pressure=3.5; %pressure of cylinder in [inH2O] 
pressure=406.782+pressure; 
T=280; %Temperature of environment at BP3[K] 
R=8.31446; %Ideal gas constant [J/molK] 
pressure=pressure*0.0254/0.00010197; %[Pa] 
Conc_cyl=pressure/(R*T); %Molar conc of sample in cylinder 
  
%MEDIA CHARACTERISTIC (STARTING POINT) 
porosity=0.445; 
tort=1-0.5*log(porosity); 
factorD=porosity/tort; 
%++++++++++++ 
%READING THE EXPERIMENTAL VALUES 
%++++++++++++ 
  
The HORIZONTAL vectors where conc and time will be input are named "EXPE"and 
"TIME" respectively 
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EXP=EXPE'; 
sizePGAA=numel(EXP); 
time=TIME'; %The vector time is given in hours 
  
%++++++++++++ 
%START THE FOR LOOP TO FIND ERRORc 
%++++++++++++ 
  
for iii=1:5 
     
    %============================ 
    %GEOMETRY OF EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
    %============================ 
     
    % SECTIONS 
     
    N=5; %number of sections of different diameters(incluiding the cylinder) 
    d=[3; 0.5; 4; 4; 4]; %diameter of each section in inches 
    d=0.0254*d; %diameters of sections in meters 
    length=[.2794; .2; .1016; 1.0; .1016]; %length of each section [m](vector) 
    Afactor=[1 1 1 factorD 1]; %Factor to modify the diffusivity 
    A=(3.1416/4)*(d.^2); 
    A2=diag(A*Afactor); 
    AA=A2'; %Horizontal Area vector 
     
    % ELEMENTS 
     
    Dx=0.01; %Length of each element [m] 
    n=round(length/Dx); %number of elements per section (vector) 
    long=n*Dx; %modified length of each section 
    Vol=A.*Dx; %volume of an element in a specific section 
    VV=Vol'; %Horizontal vector 
    num=sum(n); % total number of elements; 
     
    %Let's build the area and volume HORIZONTAL vectors for ALL THE ELEMENTS 
of each 
    %section 
     
    Area=zeros(1,num); %Vector with the area of every element for all sections 
    V=zeros(1,num); %Vector with the volume of every element for all sections 
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    %In the first section: 
    for i=1:n(1,1); 
        Area(1,i)=AA(1,1); 
        V(1,i)=VV(1,1); 
    end     
    %In the second section: 
    for i=n(1,1)+1:n(1,1)+n(2,1); 
        Area(1,i)=AA(1,2); 
        V(1,i)=VV(1,2); 
    end     
    %In the third section: 
    for i=n(1,1)+n(2,1)+1:n(1,1)+n(2,1)+n(3,1); 
        Area(1,i)=AA(1,3); 
        V(1,i)=VV(1,3); 
    end     
    %In the fourth section: 
    for i=n(1,1)+n(2,1)+n(3,1)+1:n(1,1)+n(2,1)+n(3,1)+n(4,1); 
        Area(1,i)=AA(1,4); 
        V(1,i)=VV(1,4)*porosity; 
    end     
    %In the fifth section: 
    for i=n(1,1)+n(2,1)+n(3,1)+n(4,1)+1:n(1,1)+n(2,1)+n(3,1)+n(4,1)+n(5,1); 
        Area(1,i)=AA(1,5); 
        V(1,i)=VV(1,5); 
    end 
     
    %======================= 
    %DURATION OF EXPERIMENT 
    %======================= 
    t_tot=1*3600; %[s] Total duration of experiment [s] 
    nt=45000; %number of time intervals 
    Dt=t_tot/nt; %Duration of intervals [s] 
     
    %--------------- 
    %THE INITIAL CONDITION 
    %--------------- 
    C=zeros(nt,num); %On the concentration matrix, each row corresponds to the 
    %concentration at a specific instant 
    for i=1:n(1,1) 
        C(1,i)=Conc_cyl; %concentration of cylinder [mol/m^3] 
    end 
    %----------------- 
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    %CROSS SECTION AREAS OF MASS TRANSFER 
    %----------------- 
     
    %Although each element has 2 areas (left and right) we will call as the 
    %area of the elemnt J to the one on the RIGHT side of that element 
     
    for i=1:num 
        if i==num %On  the very last element (assuming there are more than 2 
            %elements in the last section) 
            Area(1,i)=Area(1,i); 
             
        elseif Area(1,i+1)<Area(1,i); %when we have a reduction of diameter, 
            Area(1,i)=Area(1,i+1);    %the mass transfer area is the one of 
            %the next element 
             
        else%Otherwise, the mass transfer area is the 
            %of the element we are looking at 
            Area(1,i)=Area(1,i); 
        end 
    end 
    %================== 
    %SOLUTION OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
    %================== 
    A1 = zeros(1,num); 
    A2 = zeros(1,num); 
    A3 = zeros(1,num); 
    A4 = zeros(1,num); 
    for i=2:nt; 
        Veloc=zeros(1,num); 
        A1=(1-D*Dt*Area./(Dx*V)); 
        A2=D*Dt*Area.*(V.^-1)/(Dx); 
        %At the left end 
        C(i,1)=C(i-1,1)*A1(1)+A2(1)*C(i-1,2); 
         
        % At the right end 
        A3(1,num) = (D*Dt/(Dx*V(1,num)))*(Area(1,num-1)); 
        A4(1,num) = D*Dt*Area(1,num-1)/(V(1,num)*Dx); 
        C(i,num)=C(i-1,num-1)*A3(num)+(1-A4(num))*C(i-1,num); 
         
        % Everywhere in the middle 
        A3(1,2:num-1) = (D*Dt*(V(2:num-1).^-1)/Dx).*(Area(1,1:num-2)); 
        A4(1,2:num-1) = D*Dt*Area(1,1:num-2).*(V(1,2:num-1).^-1)/Dx; 
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        C(i,2:num-1)= C(i-1,1:num-2).*A3(2:num-1)+(A1(2:num-1)-A4(2:num-1)).*C(i-
1,2:num-1)+A2(2:num-1).*C(i-1,3:num); 
         
    end 
     
    %NOTE, a more accurate solution should analyze section by section and use boundary 
conditions of continuity of concentration and conc. gradient 
         
    %+++++ 
    %VALUES OF THE MODEL AT THE TIME OF INTEREST 
    %+++++ 
    TOTC=zeros(sizePGAA,1); %Vertical vector of total bottle conc defined as a zero 
vector 
     
    %Let's first calculate the values of the solution at the times of interest 
    %tt 
    Cbottle=zeros(sizePGAA,n(1,1)); 
     
    for tt=1:sizePGAA; 
        x=time(1,tt)*3600; %The time in seconds 
        t1=floor(x/Dt); %The two instants right before and after the instant we are interested 
        t2=t1+1; 
        Dt1=x-t1*Dt; %the time gap between the values calculated and the one we care 
about 
        Dt2=t2*Dt-x; 
        for jj=1:n(1,1) 
            Cbottle(tt,jj)=(C(t2-1,jj)-C(t1-1,jj))*(0-Dt2)/(Dt2+Dt1)+C(t2-1,jj); 
            TOTC(tt,1)=TOTC(tt,1)+Cbottle(tt,jj)/Conc_cyl; 
        end 
        MODEL(iii,tt)=TOTC(tt,1)/(n(1,1));%The horizontal vector of the total conc in the 
cylinder 
    end; 
    TOTSQR=0; 
     
    %++++ 
    % THE ERROR 
    %++++  
    for tt=1:sizePGAA; 
        error(tt,iii)=abs(MODEL(1,tt)-EXP(1,tt)); 
        errorSQR(1,iii)=error(tt,iii)^2; 
        TOTSQR=TOTSQR+errorSQR(1,iii); 
    end 
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    SQRROOTerror(1,iii)=TOTSQR^0.5; 
    factorD=factorD+0.05*(porosity/tort); 
     
    %===== 
    %PLOTS 
    %===== 
 
    xo=[0;0;0;0;0]; %Locations where the solutions will be plotted [hours] 
    Location=round(xo./Dx); 
    T=0:Dt:Dt*(nt-1); 
    factorD=D*((porosity/tort)+0.02*index); 
    T=T/3600; 
    for i=1:4; 
        if Location(i,1)==0; 
            loc=1; 
        else 
            loc=Location(i,1); 
        end 
        for j=1:nt; 
            Ct(j,i)=C(j,loc)*(1/Conc_cyl); 
        end 
    end; 
    plot(T,Ct),xlabel('t [hours]'),ylabel('C/Co'), grid on, hold on; 
     
end; 
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APPENDIX C: DIFFUSION - CONVECTION FORTRAN 90 PROGRAM 

 
PROGRAM main 
!This program aims to solve the equation using a CRANK-NICHOLSON algorith: 
!dC/dt = alpha * d(CV)/dz + d(D dC/dz)/dz 
 
!!IMPORTANT!! 
!============ 
!In this new version of the code, the velocities are NOT estimated from Darcy's Law. 
!The velocities are estimated from Momentum conservation 
 
!===ASSUMPTIONS===  
!1D, constant properties and uniform within each section, 
!no sinks/sources, and pressures from known concentrations 
 
!!Conc array, the first 2 columns are GAS1, the last 2 are GAS2. and it goes form  
!!OLD in the left to NEW on the right.  Each row is a time step 
!!BC array, again, it has 4 columns, each row is one time step 
 
USE mod_constants  !makes the data form the module constants vissible  
USE HDF5 
USE interface_variables 
 
IMPLICIT NONE 
 
CHARACTER(LEN=13) :: fname_out =   "outputfile.h5" 
CHARACTER(LEN=13) :: fname_rstrt = "rstartfile.h5" 
CHARACTER(LEN=13) :: FnameREAD   != "InitialCon.h5" 
CHARACTER(LEN=5) :: groupname 
CHARACTER(LEN=9)  :: dsetname  !Data set name for output file 
CHARACTER(LEN=9), PARAMETER :: dset_rstrt= "rstrtConc"  
CHARACTER(LEN=10) :: countstring 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: CONC  
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: CONCrstrt 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: CYL_CONC  !vector with the conc of 
gas 1 in cyl ONLY 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:)  :: Veloc 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:)  :: Veloc_old 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(2,4)  :: BC   
REAL*8 :: t_r   !Relaxation time 
REAL*8 :: dt_conv   !Relaxation time 
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REAL*8 :: stab_criteria  !sum of gas concentrations within cylinder 
REAL*8 :: stab_check !To check the conc. within the cylinder is still OK 
REAL*8 :: ff  !factor used to average the pressure gradient  
INTEGER :: nn ! number of data I will collect  (won't collect data every time step) 
INTEGER :: mm ! number of data I will collect  (won't collect data every time step) 
INTEGER :: unstability  
INTEGER :: i  !loop index for Conv ONLY 
INTEGER :: ii !loop index for Conv and Diff 
INTEGER :: j  !counter 
INTEGER :: jj !lopp index for the results array Cgas1Cgas2 
INTEGER :: k !counter 
INTEGER :: kk !counter 
INTEGER :: status   !status of allocation at the end of this program 
INTEGER :: error !Error flag for the HDF5 subroutines 
INTEGER :: counter 
INTEGER :: input 
INTEGER :: nt_conv  !number of time steps for a convection-diffusion scenario 
 
CALL setConstants  !subroutine to estimate the initial values all the outcomes are in the 
"con" variable type  
CALL CREATEFILE(fname_rstrt)!Create the restart file  
CALL CREATEFILE(fname_out)!Create the output file  
 
!!===Allocating the memory=== 
 
ALLOCATE ( Veloc(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of Veloc' 
END IF 
 
ALLOCATE ( Veloc_old(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of Veloc_old' 
END IF 
 
ALLOCATE ( CONC(con%num,4), STAT=status) 
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
   WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of CONC' 
END IF 
 
ALLOCATE ( CONCrstrt(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
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   WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of CONCstrt' 
END IF 
 
ALLOCATE ( CYL_CONC(con%n_vector(1)) ) 
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
   WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of CYL_CONC' 
END IF 
 
!====INITIAL CONDITIONS==== 
!========================== 
jj = 1!FLOOR(con%num/15.0D0) 
 
WRITE (*,*) 'Do you wanna input the IC manually? (YES = 1   NO = 0)' 
READ (*,*)   input 
 
IF (input==1) THEN 
  FnameREAD = "initialCon.h5" 
  CALL RDFILE(FnameREAD, dset_rstrt, CONCrstrt, con%num) 
  CONC(:,1) = CONCrstrt(:,1) 
  CONC(:,3) = CONCrstrt(:,2) 
  WRITE (*,*) 'The initial concentration for GAS1 is =  ',CONC(:,1) 
  WRITE (*,*) 'The initial conc for GAS2 is =  ',CONC(:,3) 
ELSE 
  WRITE (*,*) 'The initial concentration have been calculated internally' 
  CALL setConcs(con%num, con%Co, con%n_vector, CONC) 
  WRITE (*,*) 'The initial concentration for GAS1 is =  ',CONC(:,1) 
  WRITE (*,*) 'The initial conc for GAS2 is =  ',CONC(:,3) 
END IF 
 
BC =RESHAPE((/con%Co, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, con%Co, 0.0D0, 
0.0D0/),(/2,4/))   
!The initial BCs.  From left to right: BC1LEFT_old, BC1RIGHT_old, BC1LEFT_new, 
BC1RIGHT_new, BC2LEFT_old, BC2RIGHT_old, ... 
stab_criteria = SUM(CONC(:,1)) +10 
 
CONC(:,2) = CONC(:,1) 
CONC(:,4) = CONC(:,3) 
dt_conv = con%dt/con%nt_conv !The diffusion time step will be divided in 
con%nt_conv smaller steps 
 
!!SOLVING THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS EVERY TIME STEP 
!!============================================== 
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WRITE (*,*) 'time step =', con%dt  
WRITE (*,*) 'mesh size =',  con%dx 
WRITE (*,*) 'number of time steps =', con%nt 
WRITE (*,*)'number of elements on the array Cgas1Cgas2=', con%nn 
WRITE (*,*) 'Time between datapoint in array Cgas1gas2 (SECONDS) =', 
con%dt*con%nt/con%nn 
WRITE (*,*) 'Diffusivity gas 2 =', con%D2 
WRITE (*,*) 'Convection time step               =', dt_conv 
 
j=1  !start the counter to save data 
counter = 1 
unstability = 0; 
Veloc_old = 0; 
 
DO i=1,con%nt !The system subroutine will be solved nt times 
   j=j+1 !This indicator will tell us when to save data 
   nn = 0  !indicator of the number of steps on the diffusion/convection loop   !!NEW!! 
    IF (unstability ==1 ) EXIT !Finish the WHOLE loop if not stable 
 
   ! Stability check ! 
   !-----------------! 
     CYL_CONC = CONC(1:con%n_vector(1),1) 
     stab_check = SUM (CYL_CONC) 
 
    IF (stab_check > stab_criteria+10) THEN 
       WRITE(*,*) 'ITERATION #',i 
       WRITE(*,*) 'CODE IS UNSTABLE!!!!' 
       unstability = 1; 
    END IF 
    IF (stab_check > stab_criteria) EXIT !Finish the DO loops if not stable 
 
  !===DIFFUSION AND CONVECTION==== 
  !=============================== 
  DO ii =1,con%nt_conv   !Diffusion convection loop 
    nn = nn+1 
 
    CALL Velocity_NSexplicit (con%num, CONC, Veloc_old, Veloc,dt_conv) 
    CALL CN_Diff_Conv(con%num, dt_conv, CONC, BC, Veloc) 
    !CALL fluxes(CONC,Veloc) 
 
  ! Updating CONC, and BCs ! 
  !------------------------! 
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    Veloc_old = Veloc 
    CONC(:,1) = CONC(:,2) 
    CONC(:,3) = CONC(:,4) 
    BC(:,1) = BC(:,2) 
    BC(:,3) = BC(:,4) 
  END DO   !end of the Diffusion convection loop  !!NEW!! 
 
  !=== WRITING DATA ON h5 FILES AND SCREEN === 
  !===========================================   
   IF (j ==NINT(REAL(con%nt/con%nn)))THEN  ! j = collection frequency(s) / Dt(s) 
      
     WRITE (*,*)'number of steps',j 
 
     !Finding the name of the dataset and writing data! 
     !------------------------------------------------! 
     counter = INT(i*con%dt)   !This is the counter I need to include for each dataset 
     WRITE (*,*) 'COUNTER =   ',counter 
     WRITE (countstring,'(I5)'), counter !I am converting the counter into  a string 
     countstring = adjustl(countstring) 
     groupname = 'Cgas1' 
     dsetname = 't='//trim(countstring)//'s' 
     WRITE(*,*) ' DATASET NAME',dsetname 
     CALL WRTFILE(fname_out, dsetname, CONC(:,1), CONC(:,3), con%num) !Writing 
the concentrations on the outputfile 
     WRITE(*,*)'NUMBER OF DATASETS WE HAVE SO FAR =   ', jj 
     WRITE (*,*)'CONC GAS1  =   ',CONC(:,1) 
     WRITE (*,*)'CONC GAS2  =   ',CONC(:,3) 
     WRITE (*,*) 'VELOCITY  =   ', Veloc 
     j=0  ! We reset j 
     jj=jj+1 !we get ready for the next time we will save a dataset 
   END IF 
END DO  !End of time step loop 
 
CALL WRTFILE(fname_rstrt,dset_rstrt, CONC(:,1), CONC(:,3), con%num) !Writing 
the last concentration on the restart file 
   FnameREAD = fname_rstrt 
CALL RDFILE(fname_rstrt, dset_rstrt, CONCrstrt, con%num) 
 
WRITE(*,*)'the new initial conc1 =', CONCrstrt(:,1) 
WRITE(*,*)'CODE NON-STABLE @ i= ', i 
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DEALLOCATE (con%alpha, con%alpha_vec, con%KK, con%DD1, con%DD2, Veloc, 
STAT=status) 
DEALLOCATE (con%DD, con%DD_vec, CYL_CONC, CONCrstrt, CONC, 
STAT=status)!  
 
END PROGRAM 
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MODULE mod_constants 
 
SAVE 
TYPE userConstants 
 
  REAL*8  :: D1  !diffusivity gas 1 {m^2/s} 
  REAL*8  :: D2  !diffusivity gas 2 {m^2/s} 
  REAL*8  :: Co   !Initial concnetration of gasses 1 and 2 {mol/m^3} 
 
  REAL*8, DIMENSION(11) :: diam_vector 
  REAL*8, DIMENSION(11) :: length_vector 
  REAL*8  :: dt = 1.0D-4   !time step{s} 
  REAL*8  :: dx = 1.0D-2!size of element {m} 
  INTEGER :: nt           !number of time steps 
  INTEGER, DIMENSION(11) :: n_vector !vector w/ number of elements on each 
section 
  INTEGER :: num          !total number of elements 
  INTEGER :: nn   !number of data I will collect (not collecting every time step) 
  INTEGER :: nt_conv  = 10 !number of time steps that will be within a diffusion time 
step 
  REAL*8  :: factorD   !medium characteistics 
  REAL*8  :: perm = 3.125D-8 !10.0D-11 !media permeability {m^2} 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:) :: alpha 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:) :: alpha_vec !This is the vector used for 
varying areas 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:) :: A_vec !This is the ELEMENT area 
vector 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:) :: AT_vec !This is the TRANSPORT 
area vector 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:) :: KK 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:) :: DD1 ! Diffusivity vector of gas 1 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:) :: DD2 ! Diffusivity vector if gas 2 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:,:) :: DD !Diffusivity array. left columns 
for GAS1, second column for GAS2 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:,:) :: DD_self !Diffusivity array. left 
columns for GAS1, second column for GAS2 
 
  REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION (:,:) :: DD_vec !Array used for varying 
areas 
  REAL*8 :: R = 8.31446621D0  ! ideal gas constant {J/molK} 
  REAL*8 :: temp = 290D0     !temperature {K} 
  REAL*8 :: M1 = 40.0D0     !Molecular weight of gas in cyinder (xenon or argon) 
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  REAL*8 :: M2 = 28.0D0     !Molecular weight of gas in tube (nitrogen) 
 
END TYPE 
type(userConstants) :: con 
 
CONTAINS 
 SUBROUTINE setConstants() 
  IMPLICIT NONE 
  SAVE 
  REAL*8,PARAMETER  :: pressure = 85.5D1 !pressure in cylinder {torr} 
  REAL*8,PARAMETER  :: visc = 17.81D-6   ! gas viscocity {Pa*s} or {kg*m/s} 
  REAL*8,PARAMETER  :: porosity = 4.45D-1  !medium chracteristics 
  REAL*8  :: tort 
  REAL*8,PARAMETER  :: tot_time = 3600.0D0 !experiment characteristicsduration 
{s} 
  REAL*8, PARAMETER :: collection_freq =1.0D1!1.0D1 !time in SECONDS between 
collections 
  REAL*8  :: tot_length 
  INTEGER,DIMENSION(11) :: acc_n_vec !accuulative number of elements on each 
secion 
  INTEGER :: i     !loop index 
  INTEGER :: status  !The status of allocation. If zero, we succeded 
  INTEGER :: count !To check teh allocation of all the variables 
 
  con%Co  = pressure*101325.D0/(con%R*con%temp*760.D0) 
  con%D1  = 18.1D-6!18.06D-6  !binry diffusivity gas 1 {m^2/s} 
  con%D2  = 18.1D-6!18.06D-6 !25.06D-6!25.4902D-6!18.06D-6 !binary diffusivity gas 
2 {m^2/s} 
 
  tort = 1.0D0-0.5D0*LOG(porosity) 
  con%factorD = porosity/tort 
  WRITE(*,*)'FACTOR DIFFUSION = ', con%factorD 
 
  con%diam_vector   = (/6.6D-2, 5.7D-2, 3.70D-2, 2.70D-2, 1.5D-2, 1.5D-2, 3.0D-2, 
1.5D-2, 10.16D-2, 10.16D-2, 10.16D-2/) !diameter vector {m},  The first four sections 
are filled with xenon 
 
  con%length_vector = (/0.263D0, 0.015D0, 0.020D0, 0.028D0, 0.05D0, 0.178D0, 
0.015D0, 0.01D0, 0.1D0, 1.0D0, 0.1D0/) !length vector {m} 
  con%nt            =NINT( tot_time/con%dt)          !number of time steps for a specific Dt 
  con%nn            =NINT(tot_time/collection_freq)  !number of times I will save data 
(number of datasets) 
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  con%num = 0 
 
!The first section: 
  con%n_vector(1) = NINT( ((con%length_vector(1)-con%dx/2.0D0))/con%dx )+1 
!vector w/ number of steps on each section 
  con%num = con%num + con%n_vector(1) 
  acc_n_vec(1) = con%num 
 
!Sections 2 to 10: 
  DO i = 2,10 
    con%n_vector(i)   = NINT(con%length_vector(i)/con%dx) !vector w/ number of steps 
on each section 
    con%num = con%num + con%n_vector(i) 
    acc_n_vec(i) = con%num 
  END DO 
 
!Section eleven: 
  con%n_vector(11) = NINT( ((con%length_vector(11)-con%dx/2.0D0))/con%dx )+1 
!vector w/ number of steps on each section 
  con%num = con%num + con%n_vector(11) 
  acc_n_vec(11) = con%num 
 
  count = con%num 
  !Allocating the memory for all the variables in constants 
  WRITE(*,*) 'Allocating the number of elements in set up =', con%num 
  ALLOCATE ( con%alpha(count), STAT=status) 
    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of alpha' 
    END IF 
  ALLOCATE ( con%alpha_vec(count), STAT=status) 
    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of alpha_vec' 
    END IF 
  ALLOCATE ( con%AT_vec(count), STAT=status) 
    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of AA_vec' 
    END IF 
  ALLOCATE ( con%A_vec(count), STAT=status) 
    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of A_vec' 
    END IF 
  ALLOCATE ( con%KK(con%num), STAT=status) 
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    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of KK' 
    END IF 
  ALLOCATE ( con%DD1(con%num), STAT=status) 
    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of DD1' 
    END IF 
  ALLOCATE ( con%DD2(con%num), STAT=status) 
    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of DD2' 
    END IF 
  ALLOCATE ( con%DD(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of DD' 
    END IF 
  ALLOCATE ( con%DD_self(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of DD_self' 
    END IF 
  ALLOCATE ( con%DD_vec(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
    IF (status /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of DD_vec' 
    END IF 
  !===Making vectors KK, DD1, and DD2===! 
  con%KK=0 
 
  DO i = 1,acc_n_vec(1) 
    con%KK(i) = (con%diam_vector(1)**2)/32.0D0 
    con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
    con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
    con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(1)**2)/4.0D0 
    con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
  END DO 
 
  DO i = acc_n_vec(1)+1,acc_n_vec(2) 
    con%KK(i) = (con%diam_vector(2)**2)/32.0D0 
    con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
    con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
    con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(2)**2)/4.0D0 
    con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
  END DO 
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  DO i =  acc_n_vec(2)+1,acc_n_vec(3) 
    con%KK(i) = (con%diam_vector(3)**2)/32.0D0 
    con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
    con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
    con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(3)**2)/4.0D0 
    con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
  END DO 
 
  DO i =  acc_n_vec(3)+1,acc_n_vec(4) 
    con%KK(i) = (con%diam_vector(4)**2)/32.0D0 
    con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
    con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
    con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(4)**2)/4.0D0 
    con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
  END DO 
 
 
DO i =  acc_n_vec(4)+1,acc_n_vec(5) 
con%KK(i) = (con%diam_vector(5)**2)/32.0D0 
con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(5)**2)/4.0D0 
con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
END DO 
 
 
DO i =  acc_n_vec(5)+1,acc_n_vec(6) 
con%KK(i) = (con%diam_vector(6)**2)/32.0D0 
con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(6)**2)/4.0D0 
con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
END DO 
 
 
 
  DO i =  acc_n_vec(6)+1,acc_n_vec(7) 
    con%KK(i) = (con%diam_vector(7)**2)/32.0D0 
    con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
    con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
    con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(7)**2)/4.0D0 
    con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
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  END DO 
 
 
  DO i =  acc_n_vec(7)+1,acc_n_vec(8) 
    con%KK(i) = (con%diam_vector(8)**2)/32.0D0 
    con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
    con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
    con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(8)**2)/4.0D0 
    con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
  END DO 
 
  DO i =  acc_n_vec(8)+1,acc_n_vec(9) 
    con%KK(i)  = (con%diam_vector(9)**2)/32.0D0 
    con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
    con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
    con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(9)**2)/4.0D0 
    con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
  END DO 
 
!Only on the TENTH (out of ELEVEN) section has a different permeability and 
diffusivity vectors 
  DO i =  acc_n_vec(9)+1,acc_n_vec(10) 
    con%KK(i) = con%perm 
    con%DD1(i) = con%D1*con%factorD 
    con%DD2(i) = con%D2*con%factorD 
    con%A_vec(i) = (porosity*3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(10)**2)/4.0D0 
    con%AT_vec(i)=(3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(10)**2)/4.0D0 
  END DO 
 
  DO i =  acc_n_vec(10)+1,acc_n_vec(11) 
    con%KK(i)  = (con%diam_vector(11)**2)/32.0D0 
    con%DD1(i) = con%D1!*con%factorD 
    con%DD2(i) = con%D2!*con%factorD 
    con%A_vec(i) = (3.1415927D0*con%diam_vector(11)**2)/4.0D0 
    con%AT_vec(i)=con%A_vec(i) 
  END DO 
 
  con%alpha = con%KK / visc 
  con%DD(:,1) = con%DD1 
  con%DD(:,2) = con%DD2 
 
  DO i=1,con%num-1 
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    con%DD_vec(i,1) = (2*con%DD(i,1)*con%DD(i+1,1) )/( 
con%DD(i,1)+con%DD(i+1,1) ) 
    con%DD_vec(i,2) = (2*con%DD(i,2)*con%DD(i+1,2) )/( 
con%DD(i,2)+con%DD(i+1,2) ) 
    con%alpha_vec(i) = (2*con%alpha(i)*con%alpha(i+1) )/( 
con%alpha(i)+con%alpha(i+1) ) 
    con%AT_vec(i) = MIN(con%AT_vec(i), con%AT_vec(i+1)) 
    con%DD_self (i,1) = 5.415D-6    !sef diffusivity of xenon 
    con%DD_self (i,2) = 15.925D-6  !self diffusivity of nitrogen 
  END DO 
 
  con%DD_vec(con%num,1) = con%DD(con%num,1) 
  con%DD_vec(con%num,2) = con%DD(con%num,2) 
  con%alpha_vec(con%num) = con%alpha(con%num) 
  con%DD_self (con%num,1) = 5.415D-6    !sef diffusivity of xenon 
  con%DD_self (con%num,2) = 15.925D-6  !self diffusivity of nitrogen 
 
  WRITE(*,*) ' n_vector   = ', con%n_vector 
  WRITE(*,*)'area vector =   ', con%A_vec 
 
 WRITE(*,*)'DIFFUSION VECTOR =   ', con%DD_vec 
 
 END SUBROUTINE setConstants 
 
END MODULE 
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SUBROUTINE setConcs(num, Co, n_vector, CONC) 
 
  IMPLICIT NONE 
   INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: num 
   REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,4), INTENT(OUT) :: CONC  !This is an array of 4 
columns, from left to right: OLD_C1, NEW_C1, OLD_C2, NEW_C2 
   REAL*8, INTENT(IN)  :: Co   !Initial concnetration of gasses 1 and 2 {mol/m^3}   
   INTEGER, DIMENSION(5), INTENT(IN) :: n_vector 
 
    CONC = 0.0D0 
    CONC(:n_vector(1)+n_vector(2)+n_vector(3)+n_vector(4)+n_vector(5),1)=Co 
    CONC(n_vector(1)+n_vector(2)+n_vector(3)+n_vector(4)+n_vector(5)+1:,3)=Co 
 
END SUBROUTINE setConcs 
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SUBROUTINE CREATEFILE (filename)  
!This subroutine will create a file named "filename" with two !groups:  ConcGas1 and 
ConcGas2 with two initial datasets: mesh !and parameters module load hdf5   
USE mod_constants     
USE HDF5 ! This module contains all hdf5 info needed 
     IMPLICIT NONE 
 
    CHARACTER(LEN=13), INTENT(IN):: filename !This can only be "rstartfile.h5" or 
"outputfile.h5" 
    CHARACTER(LEN=4) :: dsetname1 = "Prm1" 
    CHARACTER(LEN=4) :: dsetname2 = "Prm2" 
    CHARACTER(LEN=5) :: grpname1 = "CGas1"  !Group gas 1 
    CHARACTER(LEN=5) :: grpname2 = "CGas2"  !Group gas 2 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: file_id       ! File identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: group1_id     ! Group 1 identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: group2_id     ! Group 2 identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id       ! Dataset identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id     ! Dataspace identifier 
    INTEGER(HSIZE_T), DIMENSION(2) :: dset_dims   
    INTEGER(HSIZE_T), DIMENSION(2) :: d_dims     !Data dimensions 
    INTEGER  :: dsetrank = 2               ! Dataset rank 
    REAL*8, DIMENSION(6,1) :: parameters ! Data buffers this is where the data is 
straged in the program? 
 
    INTEGER     ::   error ! Error flag 
! The parameters are: time step(seconds) // # of time steps// # of elements on array 
Cgas1Cgsa2 // Time between datapoints recorded (sec) // Diffusivity gas 2 // mesh size 
(m) 
 
    parameters(1,1) = con%dt 
    parameters(2,1) = con%nt 
    parameters(3,1) = con%nn 
    parameters(4,1) = con%dt*con%nt/con%nn 
    parameters(5,1) = con%D2 
    parameters(6,1) = con%dx 
 
    CALL h5open_f(error)  ! This always have to go to give access to predetermned 
datatypes 
    CALL h5fcreate_f(trim(filename), H5F_ACC_TRUNC_F, file_id, error) !new file w/ 
default properties returns a file_id 
   
   !The parameters that will be saved on  the first dataset are: 
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    dset_dims =(/6,1/) 
    !========= 
    !Create group 1 and save data set of parameters, then close data set and group 
    !========= 
    CALL h5gcreate_f(file_id, grpname1, group1_id, error)  !create group ConcGas1 
    CALL h5screate_simple_f(dsetrank, dset_dims, dspace_id, error)  !simple dataspace 
(N-dimensional array of points) returns a dspace_id 
    CALL h5dcreate_f(group1_id, dsetname1,  H5T_IEEE_F64LE, dspace_id, dset_id, 
error) ! Create the dataset "Parameters" in ConcGas1 
    d_dims=(/6,1/) 
    !d_dims(2)=1 
    CALL H5DWRITE_F(dset_id,  H5T_IEEE_F64LE, parameters, d_dims, error) 
!Writing the matrix CONC in dset_id 
 
    CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)  !End access to dataset 
    CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id, error) !End access to dataspace 
    CALL h5gclose_f(group1_id, error)  !Close group ConcGas1 
    !========= 
    !Create group 2 and save data set of parameters, then close data set and group 
    !========= 
    CALL h5gcreate_f(file_id, grpname2, group2_id, error)  !Create group ConcGas2 
    CALL h5screate_simple_f(dsetrank, dset_dims, dspace_id, error)  !simple dataspace 
(N-dimensional array of points) returns a dspace_id 
    CALL h5dcreate_f(group2_id, dsetname2, H5T_IEEE_F64LE, dspace_id, dset_id, 
error)   ! Create the dataset "Parameters' in ConcGas2 
    d_dims=(/5,1/) 
    !d_dims(2)=1 
    CALL h5DWRITE_F(dset_id,  H5T_IEEE_F64LE, parameters, d_dims, error) 
!Writing the matrix CONC in dset_id 
  
    CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)  !End access to dataset 
    CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id, error) !End access to dataspace 
    CALL h5gclose_f(group2_id, error)  !Close group ConcGas2 
    !=========== 
    !Close file  
    !=========== 
    CALL h5fclose_f(file_id, error)  !closes file 
    CALL h5close_f(error)   !closes FORTRAN access 
 
END SUBROUTINE CREATEFILE  
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SUBROUTINE RDFILE (FnameREAD, dsetname, CONCrstrt, num) 
!This subroutine will write the data of CONC on  a .h5 file 
    USE HDF5  
    USE mod_constants 
    IMPLICIT NONE 
 
    CHARACTER(LEN=13), INTENT(IN) :: FnameREAD != "rstartfile.h5" 
    CHARACTER(LEN=9), INTENT(IN) :: dsetname !Name of data set to open and read 
    CHARACTER(LEN=5):: grpname1 = "CGas1"  !Group gas 1 
    CHARACTER(LEN=5):: grpname2 = "CGas2"  !Group gas 2 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: file_id       ! File identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: group1_id     ! Group 1 identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: group2_id     ! Group 2 identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id       ! Dataset identifier 
    INTEGER(HSIZE_T), DIMENSION(2) :: d_dims    !Data dimensions 
    
    REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,2), INTENT(OUT) :: CONCrstrt ! Data buffers to be 
used by the program? 
    INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: num 
    INTEGER     ::   error ! Error flag 
     d_dims = (/con%num,1/) 
 
    CALL h5open_f(error)   
    CALL h5fopen_f(trim(FnameREAD), H5F_ACC_RDWR_F, file_id, error) !OPEN 
file 
    !========= 
    !READ from  group 1  
    !========= 
    CALL h5gopen_f(file_id, grpname1, group1_id, error)  !open group ConcGas1  
    CALL h5dopen_f(group1_id, TRIM(dsetname), dset_id, error) ! open dataset  
  
    CALL H5DREAD_f(dset_id,  H5T_IEEE_F64LE, CONCrstrt(:,1), d_dims, error) 
!Reading the dataset 
 
    CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)  !End access to dataset 
    CALL h5gclose_f(group1_id, error)  !Close group ConcGas1 
    !========= 
    !READ from group 2 
    !========= 
    CALL h5gopen_f(file_id, grpname2, group2_id, error)  !Create group ConcGas2 
    CALL h5dopen_f(group2_id, TRIM(dsetname), dset_id, error)   ! Open dataset 
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    CALL H5DREAD_F(dset_id,  H5T_IEEE_F64LE, CONCrstrt(:,2), d_dims, error) 
!Reading dataset 
  
    CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)  !End access to dataset 
    CALL h5gclose_f(group2_id, error)  !Close group ConcGas2 
    !=========== 
    !Close file  
    !=========== 
    CALL h5fclose_f(file_id, error)  !closes file 
    CALL h5close_f(error)   !closes FORTRAN access 
 
END SUBROUTINE RDFILE 
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SUBROUTINE Velocity_NSexplicit (num, CONC, Veloc_old, Veloc_NS, dt) 
 
!!In this subroutine the Velocity is estimated from a NS 1-D relation.  This is a FULLY 
EXPLICIT discretization.   This subroutine assumes there is no friction losses in the 
fittings/tue walls (I expect this subroutine to overpredict the velocities generated).   
 
USE mod_constants 
 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num,4), INTENT(IN) :: CONC 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num,2), INTENT(IN) :: Veloc_old 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num,2), INTENT(OUT) :: Veloc_NS 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num,2)  :: Veloc_NS1 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num) :: P_vec !pressure vector form known concentrations 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num) :: P_grad !pressure gradient vector 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num):: CONC_tot  !Concentration vector 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num) :: rho !gas mixture density vector 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num) :: rho_R !gas mixture density-R 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num) :: vol_R !Volume-R 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num,2) :: Diff 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num) :: x1 !molar fraction vector of GAS1 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num) :: x2 !molar fraction vectoe of GAS2 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num) :: M !molecular weight of the gas mixture (M = x1M1 + 
x2M2) 
REAL*8, INTENT(IN) ::dt !time step 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: num 
INTEGER :: i  !counter 
INTEGER :: j  !array sub index 
 
CALL Diffusivity(num, CONC, Diff) 
 
CONC_tot = CONC(:,1) + CONC(:,3)  !Total concentration vector at time t (estimated 
from a diffusion ONLY process) 
 
x1 = CONC(:,1) / CONC_tot(:) 
x2 = CONC(:,3) / CONC_tot(:) 
M(:num) = x1(:num)*con%M1 + x2(:num)*con%M2 
 
P_vec = (con%R *con%temp *CONC_tot)  !pressure vector from known concentrations 
 
P_grad (1:num-1) = (P_vec(2:num)-P_vec(1:num-1))/con%dx 
P_grad (num) = 0.0D0 
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rho = 0.001D0*(CONC(:,1)*con%M1 + CONC(:,3)*con%M2)  !The factor of 0.001 is to 
convert this to kg/m3  
 
rho_R(1:num-1)= (rho(1:num-1) + rho(2:num) )/2.0D0 
vol_R(1:num-1)= (con%A_vec(1:num-1) + con%A_vec(2:num))*con%dx /2.0D0 !Note 
this is also OK for the first element since it is dx/2 
 
rho_R(num)= rho(num) !This value should't be needed since U_n = 0 
vol_R(num)= 1.1D20  !this value shouldn't be needed since U_n = 0 
 
 
DO j=1,2 
  Veloc_NS1(1,j) = Veloc_old(1,j) + 
(4.0D0*dt/((rho(1)+rho(2))*(con%A_vec(1)+con%A_vec(2))*con%dx))*((con%A_vec(
1)+& 
    &con%A_vec(2))*(P_vec(1)- P_vec(2))/2.0D0 - 
rho(2)*con%A_vec(2)*((Veloc_old(1,j)+Veloc_old(2,j))**2)/4.0D0) 
 
  DO i=2,num-2 
    Veloc_NS1(i,j) = Veloc_old(i,j)+ 
(4.0D0*dt/((rho(i)+rho(i+1))*(con%A_vec(i)+con%A_vec(i+1))*con%dx))*((con%A_v
ec(i)+& 
    &con%A_vec(i+1))*(P_vec(i)-P_vec(i+1))/2.0D0 + 
rho(i)*con%A_vec(i)*((Veloc_old(i,j)+Veloc_old(i-1,j))**2)/4.0D0 -& 
    &rho(i+1)*con%A_vec(i+1)*((Veloc_old(i,j)+Veloc_old(i+1,j))**2)/4.0D0) 
  END DO 
 
  Veloc_NS1(num-1,j) = Veloc_old(num-1,j) + (4.0D0*dt/((rho(num-
1)+rho(num))*(con%A_vec(num-1)+& 
    con%A_vec(num))*con%dx))*((con%A_vec(num-1)+ 
con%A_vec(num))*(P_vec(num-1)-P_vec(num))/2.0D0 + & 
    &rho(num-1)*con%A_vec(num-1)*((Veloc_old(num-1,j)+Veloc_old(num-
2,j))**2)/4.0D0) 
 
  Veloc_NS1(num,j) = 0.0D0 
  ! CORRECTION dp/p TER 
M ! 
  !----------------------! 
  Veloc_NS (1:num-1,j) = Veloc_NS1(:num-1,j) + con%DD_vec(:num-
1,j)*P_grad(:num-1)*2.0D0/(P_vec(1:num-1)+P_vec(2:num)) 
  Veloc_NS (num,j) = 0 
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END DO 
END SUBROUTINE Velocity_NSexplicit    
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SUBROUTINE Diffusivity (num, CONC, Diff_vec) 
 
!!In this subroutine the pressure gradient is estimated @ THE BOUNDARIES from 
concentrations after a diffusion step 
 
USE mod_constants 
 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num,4), INTENT(IN) :: CONC 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num,2), INTENT(OUT) :: Diff_vec 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num,2) :: DD 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: num 
INTEGER :: i  !counter 
REAL*8, dimension(num) :: x1 !molar fraction vector of GAS1 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num) :: x2 !molar fraction vectoe of GAS2 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num) :: C_tot  !total molar cocnetration 
 
!!== MOLAR FRACTION VECTORS ===! 
!------------------------------! 
C_tot = CONC(:,1) +CONC(:,3) 
x1 = CONC(:,1) / C_tot(:) 
x2 = CONC(:,3) / C_tot(:) 
 
DD(:,1) = con%DD(:,1)*con%M2 / (con%M1*x1 +con%M2*x2) 
DD(:,2) = con%DD(:,2)*con%M1 / (con%M1*x1 +con%M2*x2) 
 
Diff_vec(1:con%num-1,1) = (2*DD(1:con%num-1,1)*DD(1:con%num,1) )/( 
DD(1:con%num-1,1)+DD(1:con%num,1) ) 
Diff_vec(1:con%num-1,2) = (2*DD(1:con%num-1,2)*DD(1:con%num,2) )/( 
DD(1:con%num-1,2)+DD(1:con%num,2) ) 
 
Diff_vec(con%num,1) = DD(con%num,1) 
Diff_vec(con%num,2) = DD(con%num,2) 
 
END SUBROUTINE Diffusivity 
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SUBROUTINE CN_Diff_Conv(num, dt_conv, CONC, BC, Veloc) 
 
!This subroutine will estimate the GAS1 and GAS2 concentrations at time step "t+1"  
!based on the concentrations at time "t" using a Crank-Nicholson approach  
 
USE mod_constants 
IMPLICIT NONE 
 
!GAS1 and GAS2 conc matrix.  The 1st column is the known GAS1 conc, the 3th column  
!is the guessed GAS1 conc.  The 2nd and 4th columns are the known and guessed conc 
! of GAS 2 respectively  
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: num 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,4),INTENT(INOUT) :: CONC 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,2), INTENT(IN)  :: Veloc 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(2,4), INTENT(INOUT)  :: BC 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: aL_vec 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: bL_vec 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: cL_vec 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: aR_vec 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: bR_vec 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: cR_vec 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: aL 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: bL 
REAL*8, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: cL 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num) :: RHS1 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num) :: RHS2 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num) :: LHS1 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num) :: LHS2 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num+2,2) ::Cold_ext 
REAL*8, INTENT(IN) :: dt_conv 
REAL*8 :: max_error 
REAL*8 :: min_error 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num):: error 
 
INTEGER :: status 
INTEGER :: INFO  !Info from DGSTV subroutine 
 
 
ALLOCATE ( aL_vec(con%num,2), STAT=status)   
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
   WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of aL_vec' 
END IF 
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ALLOCATE ( bL_vec(con%num,2), STAT=status)   
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
   WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of bL_vec' 
END IF 
ALLOCATE ( cL_vec(con%num,2), STAT=status)   
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
   WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of cL_vec' 
END IF 
ALLOCATE ( aR_vec(con%num,2), STAT=status)   
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
   WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of aR_vec' 
END IF 
ALLOCATE ( bR_vec(con%num,2), STAT=status)   
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
   WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of bR' 
END IF 
ALLOCATE ( cR_vec(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
   WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of cR' 
END IF 
!!NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING ALOCATIONS ARE FOR A DIFFERENT 
VARIABLES!! 
ALLOCATE ( aL(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
  WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of aL' 
END IF 
ALLOCATE ( bL(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
  WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of bL' 
END IF 
ALLOCATE ( cL(con%num,2), STAT=status) 
IF (status /= 0) THEN 
  WRITE(*,*) 'Check allocation of cL' 
END IF 
 
 
!WRITE(*,*) 'VELOCITY VECTOR IN CN_DIFF_CONV SUBROUTINE    =', Veloc 
CALL coeff_CN (con%num, dt_conv, CONC, aL_vec, bL_vec, cL_vec, aR_vec, 
bR_vec, cR_vec, Veloc)!=Estimation of coefficient matrix 
 
aL = aL_vec 
bL = bL_vec 
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cL = cL_vec 
  ! we are looking to assemble a matrix of the form 
!  | b1L  a1L   0      0    0  |  |C1new|    |   b1R  a1R   0      0        0      0 |  |C1old| 
!  | c2L  b2L  a2L   0    0  |  |C2new|    |   c2R  b2R  a2R   0       0      0 |  |C2old| 
!  |  0   c3L  b3L  a3L   0  |  |C3new| = |      0   c3R  b3R  a3R    0      0 |  |C3old| 
!  |  0    0   c4L  b4L  a4L |  |C4new|    |      0    0     c4R  b4R   a4R    0 |  |C4old| 
!  |  0    0      0   c5L  b5L |  |C5new|    |      0    0         0   c5R  b5R  a5R|  |C5old|  
 
   !Where the left side has the unknown concentrations and the right one the known ones 
   !Remember that the boundary conditions have been included in b1L, b1R, c1R, b5L, 
   ! b5R and a5R making th LHS a tridiagonal matrix  
  
  !!==THE RHS== 
 
   CALL expandVector (con%num, CONC(:,1), CONC(:,3), BC(:,1), BC(:,3), Cold_ext) 
   RHS1 = aR_vec(:,1)*Cold_ext(3:con%num+2,1) + 
bR_vec(:,1)*Cold_ext(2:con%num+1,1) +cR_vec(:,1)*Cold_ext(1:con%num,1) 
   RHS2 = aR_vec(:,2)*Cold_ext(3:con%num+2,2) + 
bR_vec(:,2)*Cold_ext(2:con%num+1,2) +cR_vec(:,2)*Cold_ext(1:con%num,2) 
 
   !RHS1 = aR_vec(:num-1,1)*CONC(2:num,1) + bR_vec(:,1)*CONC(1:num,1) 
+cR_vec(2:,1)*CONC(1:num-1,1) 
   !RHS2 = aR_vec(:num-1,2)*CONC(2:num,3) + bR_vec(:,2)*CONC(1:num,3) 
+cR_vec(2:,2)*CONC(1:num-1,3) 
 
  !!===THE LHS==  
    LHS1=RHS1 
    LHS2=RHS2 
 
   CALL DGTSV (con%num, 1, cL_vec(2:,1), bL_vec(:,1), aL_vec(:con%num-1,1), 
LHS1, con%num, INFO) 
    IF (INFO /= 0) THEN 
     WRITE (*,*) 'INFO check DGTSV inputs for GAS1 @ Conv_Diff unless =0', INFO 
    END IF 
 
   aL_vec = aL 
   bL_vec = bL 
   cL_vec = cL 
   CONC(:,2) = LHS1  !The new concentration vector is updated 
 
!CALL error_test (LHS1, RHS1, aL_vec(:,1), bL_vec(:,1), cL_vec(:,1), max_error, 
min_error, error) 
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   CALL DGTSV (con%num, 1, cL_vec(2:,2), bL_vec(:,2), aL_vec(:con%num-1,2), 
LHS2, con%num, INFO) 
   IF (INFO /= 0)THEN 
   WRITE (*,*) 'INFO check DGTSV inputs for GAS2 @Conv_Diff unless =0', INFO 
   END IF 
   aL_vec = aL 
   bL_vec = bL 
   cL_vec = cL 
 
   CONC(:,4) = LHS2  !The new concentration vector is updated 
 
   !CALL error_test (LHS2, RHS2, aL_vec(:,2), bL_vec(:,2), cL_vec(:,2), max_error, 
min_error, error) 
 
DEALLOCATE (aL_vec, bL_vec, cL_vec, aR_vec, bR_vec, cR_vec, aL, bL, cL) 
 
END SUBROUTINE CN_Diff_Conv 
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SUBROUTINE coeff_CN (num, dt_conv, CONC, aL_vec, bL_vec, cL_vec, aR_vec, 
bR_vec, cR_vec, Veloc) 
 
USE mod_constants 
 
IMPLICIT NONE 
 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,4), INTENT(IN) :: CONC 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,2), INTENT(IN)  :: Veloc 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,2), INTENT(OUT) :: aL_vec 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,2), INTENT(OUT) :: bL_vec 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,2), INTENT(OUT) :: cL_vec 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,2), INTENT(OUT) :: aR_vec 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,2), INTENT(OUT) :: bR_vec 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,2), INTENT(OUT) :: cR_vec 
REAL*8, DIMENSION (num,2) :: Diff 
 
REAL*8, INTENT(IN) :: dt_conv 
 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: num 
INTEGER :: i  !Loop index 
INTEGER :: j  !loop index 
 
CALL Diffusivity (num, CONC, Diff)!!THIS IS CALLING THE SELF DIFFUSIVITY 
NOW!!! 
DO j=1,2 
 cL_vec(2:num-1,j)=(-con%AT_vec(1:num-2)*Veloc(1:num-2,j)/(con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*4.0D0*con%dx))- & 
    & (con%AT_vec(1:num-2)*Diff(1:num-2,j)/(2.0D0*con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*con%dx**2)) 
 
  bL_vec(2:num-1,j)=1.0/dt_conv-con%AT_vec(1:num-2)*Veloc(1:num-
2,j)/(con%A_vec(2:num-1)*4.0D0*con%dx)+& 
    &(con%AT_vec(1:num-2)*Diff(1:num-2,j)/(2.0D0*con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*con%dx**2))+& 
    &(con%AT_vec(2:num-1)*Veloc(2:num-1,j)/(con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*4.0D0*con%dx)) + & 
    &(con%AT_vec(2:num-1)*Diff(2:num-1,j)/(2.0D0*con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*con%dx**2)) 
 
  aL_vec(2:num-1,j)=(con%AT_vec(2:num-1)*Veloc(2:num-1,j)/(con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*4.0D0*con%dx))-& 
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    &( con%AT_vec(2:num-1)*Diff(2:num-1,j)/(2.0D0*con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*con%dx**2) ) 
 
  cR_vec(2:num-1,j)=(con%AT_vec(1:num-2)*Veloc(1:num-2,j)/(con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*4.0D0*con%dx))+& 
    &( con%AT_vec(1:num-2)*Diff(1:num-2,j)/(2.0D0*con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*con%dx**2) ) 
 
  bR_vec(2:num-1,j)=1.0/dt_conv+con%AT_vec(1:num-2)*Veloc(1:num-
2,j)/(con%A_vec(2:num-1)*4.0D0*con%dx)-& 
    &( con%AT_vec(1:num-2)*Diff(1:num-2,j)/(2.0D0*con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*con%dx**2))- & 
    &(con%AT_vec(2:num-1)*Veloc(2:num-1,j)/(con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*4.0D0*con%dx))-& 
    &( con%AT_vec(2:num-1)*Diff(2:num-1,j)/(2.0D0*con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*con%dx**2) ) 
 
  aR_vec(2:num-1,j)=-(con%AT_vec(2:num-1)*Veloc(2:num-1,j)/(con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*4.0D0*con%dx))+& 
    &( con%AT_vec(2:num-1)*Diff(2:num-1,j)/(2.0D0*con%A_vec(2:num-
1)*con%dx**2) ) 
 
END DO 
 
!================== 
!BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
!================== 
 
DO j =1,2 
 
 
bL_vec(1,j) = 1.0/dt_conv + 
(con%AT_vec(1)*Veloc(1,j)/(con%A_vec(1)*2.0D0*con%dx)) + & 
&( con%AT_vec(1)*Diff(1,j)/(con%A_vec(1)*con%dx**2) ) 
 
aL_vec(1,j) = (con%AT_vec(1)*Veloc(1,j)/(con%A_vec(1)*2.0D0*con%dx)) - & 
&( con%AT_vec(1)*Diff(1,j)/(con%A_vec(1)*con%dx**2) ) 
 
bR_vec(1,j) = 1.0/dt_conv - 
(con%AT_vec(1)*Veloc(1,j)/(con%A_vec(1)*2.0D0*con%dx)) - & 
&( con%AT_vec(1)*Diff(1,j)/(con%A_vec(1)*con%dx**2) ) 
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aR_vec(1,j) = -(con%AT_vec(1)*Veloc(1,j)/(con%A_vec(1)*2.0D0*con%dx)) + & 
&( con%AT_vec(1)*Diff(1,j)/(con%A_vec(1)*con%dx**2) ) 
 
cL_vec(1,j) = 0.0D0 
 
cR_vec(1,j) = 0.0D0 
 
cL_vec(num,j) = -(con%AT_vec(num-1)*Veloc(num-
1,j)/(con%A_vec(num)*2.0D0*con%dx))-& 
    &( con%AT_vec(num-1)*Diff(num-1,j)/(con%A_vec(num)*con%dx**2)) 
 
bL_vec(num,j)=1.0/dt_conv-con%AT_vec(num-1)*Veloc(num-
1,j)/(con%A_vec(num)*2.0D0*con%dx)+& 
    &( con%AT_vec(num-1)*Diff(num-1,j)/(con%A_vec(num)*con%dx**2)) 
 
cR_vec(num,j) =  (con%AT_vec(num-1)*Veloc(num-
1,j)/(con%A_vec(num)*2.0D0*con%dx))+& 
    &( con%AT_vec(num-1)*Diff(num-1,j)/(con%A_vec(num)*con%dx**2)) 
 
bR_vec(num,j)=1.0/dt_conv + con%AT_vec(num-1)*Veloc(num-
1,j)/(con%A_vec(num)*2.0D0*con%dx)-& 
    &( con%AT_vec(num-1)*Diff(num-1,j)/(con%A_vec(num)*con%dx**2)) 
 
aL_vec(num,j) = 0.0D0 
 
aR_vec(num,j) = 0.0D0 
 
END DO 
 
END SUBROUTINE coeff_CN 
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SUBROUTINE expandVector (num, C1, C2, BC1, BC2, Cold_ext )  
 
!This subroutine expands the vector C1 and C2 using BC1 and BC2 
 
IMPLICIT NONE 
 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num), INTENT(IN) :: C1 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(2), INTENT(IN) :: BC1 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num), INTENT(IN) :: C2 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(2), INTENT(IN) :: BC2 
REAL*8, DIMENSION(num+2,2), INTENT(INOUT):: Cold_ext 
INTEGER :: i !loop counter 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: num 
 
 Cold_ext(1,1) = BC1(1) 
 Cold_ext(1,2) = BC2(1) 
 Cold_ext(num+2,1) = BC1(2) 
 Cold_ext(num+2,2) = BC2(2) 
 
Cold_ext(2:num+1,1) = C1!(i) 
Cold_ext(2:num+1,2) = C2!(i) 
 
END SUBROUTINE expandVector 
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SUBROUTINE WRTFILE (filename, dsetname1, CONC1, CONC2, num) 
!This subroutine will write the data of CONC on  a .h5 file 
    USE HDF5  
    USE mod_constants 
    IMPLICIT NONE 
 
    CHARACTER(LEN=13), INTENT(IN):: filename !This can only be "rstartfile.h5" or 
"outputfile.h5" 
    CHARACTER(LEN=9), INTENT(IN) :: dsetname1 
    CHARACTER(LEN=5):: grpname1 = "CGas1"  !Group gas 1 
    CHARACTER(LEN=5):: grpname2 = "CGas2"  !Group gas 2 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: file_id       ! File identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: group1_id     ! Group 1 identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: group2_id     ! Group 2 identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id       ! Dataset identifier 
    INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id     ! Dataspace identifier 
  
    INTEGER(HSIZE_T), DIMENSION(2) :: dset_dims  ! Dataset dimensions they will 
later define as (/5/): Dx, Dt, D1, D2, freq_sv,tot 
    INTEGER(HSIZE_T), DIMENSION(2) :: d_dims     !Data dimensions 
    INTEGER  :: dsetrank = 2               ! Dataset rank 
     
    REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,1), INTENT(IN) :: CONC1 ! Conc of gas 1 from 
program 
    REAL*8, DIMENSION(num,1), INTENT(IN) :: CONC2 ! Conc of gas 2 from 
program 
 
    INTEGER     ::   error ! Error flag 
    INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: num 
 
    CALL h5open_f(error) 
    CALL h5fopen_f(trim(filename), H5F_ACC_RDWR_F, file_id, error) !OPEN file 
 
    dset_dims =(/con%num,1/) 
    !========= 
    !WIRTE in  group 1  
    !========= 
    CALL h5gopen_f(file_id, grpname1, group1_id, error)  !open group ConcGas1 
    CALL h5screate_simple_f(dsetrank, dset_dims, dspace_id, error)  !simple dataspace 
(N-dimensional array of points)  
    CALL h5dcreate_f(group1_id, TRIM(dsetname1),  H5T_IEEE_F64LE, dspace_id, 
dset_id, error) ! Create dataset  
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    d_dims=(/con%num,1/) 
    
    CALL H5DWRITE_F(dset_id,  H5T_IEEE_F64LE, CONC1, d_dims, error) !Writing 
the matrix CONC in dset_id 
 
    CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)  !End access to dataset 
    CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id, error) !End access to dataspace 
    CALL h5gclose_f(group1_id, error)  !Close group ConcGas1 
    !========= 
    !WRITE in group 2 
    !========= 
    CALL h5gopen_f(file_id, grpname2, group2_id, error)  !Create group ConcGas2 
    CALL h5screate_simple_f(dsetrank, dset_dims, dspace_id, error)  !simple dataspace 
(N-dimensional array of points) 
    CALL h5dcreate_f(group2_id, dsetname1, H5T_IEEE_F64LE, dspace_id, dset_id, 
error)   ! Create dataset 
    d_dims=(/con%num,1/) 
    
    CALL H5DWRITE_F(dset_id,  H5T_IEEE_F64LE, CONC2, d_dims, error) !Writing 
the matrix CONC in dset_id 
  
    CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)  !End access to dataset 
    CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id, error) !End access to dataspace 
    CALL h5gclose_f(group2_id, error)  !Close group ConcGas2 
    !=========== 
    !Close file  
    !=========== 
    CALL h5fclose_f(file_id, error)  !closes file 
    CALL h5close_f(error)   !closes FORTRAN access 
 
END SUBROUTINE WRTFILE 
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PROGRAM := ConvDiffHDFVAR 
FC := gfortran 
#Flags for debugging  
FCFLAGS := -O3 -I$(TACC_HDF5_INC) 
#FCFLAGS := -g -I$(TACC_HDF5_INC) 
#Libraries 
LDLIBS := -Wl,-rpath,$(TACC_HDF5_LIB) -L$(TACC_HDF5_LIB) -lhdf5 -
lhdf5_fortran -lz 
#LDFLAGS = ... 
#Executable program 
RM := rm -f 
# Rules 
 
$(PROGRAM):  main.f90 mod_constants.o interface_variables.o sub_setConcs.o 
sub_Velocity.o sub_Velocity_NSexplicit.o  sub_pressure_grad_known.o 
sub_Diffusivity.o sub_setCgas1Cgas2.o sub_CN_Diff_Conv.o sub_error_test.o 
sub_expandVector.o sub_fluxes.o dgtsv.o sub_xerbla.o sub_coeff_CN.o sub_createfile.o 
sub_wrtfile.o sub_rdfile.o 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) $^ -o $@ $(LDLIBS) 
 
#main.o: main.f90 
# $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
mod_constants.o: mod_constants.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
interface_variables.o: interface_variables.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $(LDLIBS) $< 
 
sub_CN_Diff_Conv.o: sub_CN_Diff_Conv.f90 sub_coeff_CN.o sub_expandVector.o 
dgtsv.o sub_xerbla.o 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_fluxes.o:sub_fluxes.f90 sub_Diffusivity.o 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_coeff_CN.o:sub_coeff_CN.f90 sub_Diffusivity.o 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_Diffusivity.o: sub_Diffusivity.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
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dgtsv.o:dgtsv.f sub_xerbla.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_setConcs.o: sub_setConcs.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_setCgas1Cgas2.o: sub_setCgas1Cgas2.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_xerbla.o: sub_xerbla.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_expandVector.o: sub_expandVector.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_error_test.o: sub_error_test.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_Velocity.o: sub_Velocity.f90 sub_Diffusivity.o 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_Velocity_NSexplicit.o: sub_Velocity_NSexplicit.f90 sub_Diffusivity.o 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_pressure_grad_known.o: sub_pressure_grad_known.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $< 
 
sub_createfile.o: sub_createfile.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $(LDLIBS) $< 
 
sub_wrtfile.o: sub_wrtfile.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $(LDLIBS) $< 
 
sub_rdfile.o: sub_rdfile.f90 
 $(FC) $(FCFLAGS) -c $(LDLIBS) $< 
 
#Utilitytargets 
 
.PHONY := clobber clean 
clobber: clean 
 $(RM) $(PROGRAM) *.ncd *.h5 
clean: 
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 $(RM) *.o *~ *.bak *.mod 
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The HDF5 soubroutines and more information about it are available at: 

http://www.hdfgroup.org/HDF5/ 

 

The subroutine to solve the linear system of equations (DGTSV) can be download 

from: 

http://www.netlib.org/lapack/explore-html/d1/db3/dgtsv_8f_source.html 
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APPENDIX D: MESH INDEPENDENCE ANALYSIS AND VALIDATION OF MODELS 

 

Mesh reduction analysis 

 

A mesh reduction analysis was performed on both, the MATLAB and Fortran90 

models.  This study was conducted comparing the average cylinder concentration ratio 

C/Co for different discretized element ∆z {m} after one hour of diffusion.  For each ∆z, 

the time discretization was also varied to ensure time independence.  The results are 

listed in Table 8.  The “Variation” listed here corresponds to the difference between any 

listed case and the one at the top in Table 8 (∆z = 0.005 m. and ∆t= 0.04 s). 

 

Element length {m} ∆t {seconds} C/Co  {%} Variation* 
{%} 

∆z = 0.005  0.04 90.67  

∆z = 0.005  0.08 90.67 9.73e-5 

∆z = 0.01 0.80 90.86 0.21 

∆z = 0.05 0.80 92.69 2.22 

Table 8  Mesh reduction analysis of the Diffusion Only model 

A similar procedure determined a variation of 2.38% between ∆z = 0.05 m. and 

∆z=0.01 m. for the Diffusion-Convection model after 30 minutes of experiment.    

 

Comparison of models among them 
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Figure 19 shows the comparison of the cylinder concentration variation estimated 

by the Diffusion only model (implemented in MATLAB) and the Diffusion-Convection 

model (implemented in Fortran90).  To compare these two models, the velocities in the 

Convection-Diffusion model was forced to be zero.  Likewise, the diffusivities of the two 

gases involved were set equal for both gases, and constant. 

The largest difference between the results in Figure 19 occurs at t=10 hours.  The 

estimated dimensionless argon concentrations, C/Co, in the sample cylinder are 0.826 and 

0.832 for the Diffusion-Convection and Diffusion only models, respectively.  Then, the 

maximum relative difference between these models is 0.72% of the MATLAB model.  

This results shows both models are comparable and can be used indistinctively. 

 

 

Figure 19  Comparison of the Diffusion-only and Diffusion-Convection models.  The 
comparison was made on a set-up with 5 sections with varying areas. 
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Validation of FORTRAN 90 model  

 

To validate the models developed in this dissertation I compared the Diffusion-

Convection and Diffusion-Only models to the analytical solution for a gas diffusion form 

a finite volume, Vin {m3}, along a semi-infinite porous media : 

 
C
Co
(z, t) = exp αA2Det

Vin
22 +

zαAL
LVin

!

"
#

$

%
&erfc

A αDet
Vin

+
z α
2 Det

!

"
##

$

%
&&   (71), 

 

where Co is the concentration {mol·m-3} of the source with a volume Vin and cross 

sectional area A {m2} through which the gas diffuses into the porous media.  De is the 

effective diffusivity of the gas {m2·s-1},  

 

 

Figure 20  Comparison of analytical solution (blue), Diffusion-Only model (green) and 
Diffusion-Convection model (red developed in this dissertation. 
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The largest difference of the Diffusion only and Diffusion-Convection models and 

the analytical solution occur where z equals zero.  The relative differences (with respect 

of the analytical solution) are 2.86% for the Convection-Diffusion model and 2.91% for 

the Diffusion-Only model.  Although both values seem to be non-negligible, the absolute 

differences are lower than 2% and are taken as acceptable for this first approximation.   
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